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Executive Summary
Deliverable 4.1 provides the specification for the “Observatory for International Responsible
Research and Innovation Coordination”. Its purpose is to enable the implementation of the
Observatory in task 4.2. Therefore the technical as well as procedural requirements and
prerequisites for the Observatory have been defined in detail. As the Observatory is intended to
harness the involvement of the broader network of researchers and innovators, their
participation in the design of it should maximise the chances of it being a tool they take
ownership of. Therefore the gathering of requirements was not only limited to the description of
work but included the expertise of the participants of the Responsibility project and was extended
by the integration of feedback from the other current EU RRI project members. Chapter 2 of this
deliverable provides an overview of the requirements incorporated in the specification process.
As it is good practice in software design use cases have been developed based on these
requirements. These have been described in chapter 3. The purpose of use cases is to specify
interaction processes, identify variation and failure scenarios as well as technical functionalities
and procedural modalities that need an in depth specification. These in depth specifications have
been described in chapter 4. They must comprise the input data needed as well as a definition of
their output and to where that data will be passed on. Apart from that it contains the
specification of the processing of that data, of the interface design and of the information
necessary to explain the functionality to the user.
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1 Objective of the Observatory
Right now for somebody interested in RRI it is hard to get an overview on all the literature,
projects and initiatives that already exist. Using a search engine will indeed provide an overview
on the most read, most linked documents. However if people want to take a deeper look or are
interested in specific projects, have specific questions or want to find a community where they
could participate in RRI and have their say there need to be other instruments. The biggest
challenge is that the domain of RRI and the many related schools of thought are by nature
controversial and transdisciplinary. They do not only use different languages, vocabulary and
different types of media but do publish their results or opinions in different formats and on
different databases ranging from social media websites to their own or organizations websites or
to publishers databases. As so many different groups of stakeholders are involved ranging from
politics to industry and science the individual projects do not only have very different shapes but
take very different effort in presenting them and make them accessible on the internet. All these
factors make it hard to get a balanced overview by using classical search engines.
In order to tackle those challenges the RESPONSIBILITY project does not only provide an
Observatory for the RRI community but an Observatory that takes advantage of that community.
As it has been proven the best way to provide order to a heterogeneous topic area that is still in
the making with different groups of stakeholder that are partly only loosely or even adversary
coupled is to use the “wisdom of the crowd”.
That way the Observatory should become an attractive and useful resource and repository
for the entire global RRI community. It should be the hub to the multitude of RRI and
related content spread all over the internet.
In order to fulfil that aim there are two major challenges that need to be addressed. The first is to
provide a critical mass of content in a way that is most accessible to readers from different
stakeholder groups with different interests and expertise. And second it is crucial to find a way to
gain access to the dispersed content all over the internet and to make contribution as easy as
possible for any contributor.
In regard to the first challenge the Observatory will provide a semantic relationship model that
links all content to each other in order to provide the user with packages of content which are
most relevant to her interest. The core of the semantic relations is a meta tag system that will
continuously evolve over time. That way it will be guaranteed that the Observatory will always
remain up-to-date.
In regard to the second challenge the biggest problem is that there is already much content
available all over the internet that couldn’t be collected within a small CSA FP 7 project.
Furthermore it is most likely that the owners of that content are not willing to hand over there
content to the RRI Observatory. Many people and organizations want to publish their content on
their own websites and present it under their own brand and within the context of all the other
work they are doing. They want to stay in charge of their content and its presentation. Therefore
it is necessary to set up the Observatory in a way that all content could stay in its current locations
and that makes it easy for the RRI community to provide references, interrelations and context
that will be stored within the Observatory. That way it will be only necessary to convince the
owners of the already existing content to provide references and meta information through the
Observatory. To achieve this we must explain to them their advantage to have a hub for RRI
content as it will provide them:
1. with an additional source of dissemination of their projects and innovations
2. with an easy way to make their contributions
3. with the freedom to remain in charge of their content and its presentation
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For that purpose the Observatory provides an easy to use template where the contributors could
fill in details of their articles, projects or innovations and how they addressed RRI along with a link
to their content wherever it is on the internet. That way they will stay in charge of their
documents and the Observatory could at the same time become a hub for RRI content.
In the long term (beyond the end of the project) it is furthermore necessary to choose a design
and a presentation for the Observatory that is neutral in regard to its origin in order to make the
Observatory as appealing as possible to as many stakeholders and as many schools of thought as
possible.
Part of the endeavour to provide an attractive place for the global RRI community is to extend the
Observatory beyond a mere repository of content but to make it a place to discuss RRI related
issues and to meet with other community members. Therefore the Observatory and the Forum
that will also be specified and implemented within the project (see work package 3 of the
description of work) will be deeply integrated with each other. In regard to the necessity to
provide two separate deliverables for the specification of the two inseparable components this
entails a number of problems in regard to the understandability of the overall specification
framework. Therefore in order to gain a full understanding of the overall platform it is mandatory
to consult deliverable 3.1 & 3.2 as well.
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2 Requirements Identification
In order to provide a quality web platform it is necessary to gain a deep understanding of the real
needs of the target audience. Therefore it is necessary to specify correctly what the users should
be able to do with the system and what tools are necessary to enable them to do so. The
following overview that is taken from the description of work as well as from the experiences and
expertise of the members of the RESPONSIBILITY project is only a first step in that regard as it only
comprises the perceived needs and expectations. It is assumed that during implementation and
the prototypical use in subsequent tasks and work packages and especially during the assessment
in work package 5 more specific and further requirements will be revealed. Nonetheless the
following specifications lay the foundation for the implementers, test persons and future users to
determine the functionality, responsiveness, and interoperability required of that system:
1. The overall aim would be to see the Observatory as an attractive and useful resource and
repository for the entire global RRI community.
2. The Observatory should provide information on:
• RRI concepts
• Case studies 1
• Current and emerging technologies and the issues they are likely to raise for RRI
• Areas in need of more detailed research
• Areas where public engagement on particular issues may be relevant
• Guidelines for RRI
• Governance arrangements suitable for addressing RRI
• Training material for RRI
• Findings from the project
• Findings from a broader network of researchers and innovators
3. The Observatory should be a collaborative space that offers:
• A “collection mechanism” where the outcomes of the four projects will be published and
“discussed”
• A “living” virtual space for stakeholders’ interaction and forward thinking.
• Collaborative “web 2.0” tools.
4. Provide a maintenance concept for the Observatory
As the members of the projects consortium are not only members of the global RRI community
too but as among them are also professional experts in software development and user
requirement engineering the list of requirements has been analysed and discussed with all
partners of the projects consortium. Based on their experiences and expertise the list has thus
been extended and differentiated contentwise as well as in terms of consequential technical and
structural requirements. As the result the following table of requirements along with basic
technical and structural features has been developed:

1

Task 2.4 of the RESPONSIBILITY project DOW is called “Case studies” and concerned with the collection of
case studies from the experience of the members of the RESPONSIBILITY consortium. Within the
Observatory a template to insert those and other case studies into the database has been prepared (see
chapter 4.9.1.1). If a case study is provided to the observatory we consider it ready made. The only thing
that will be provided to the Observatory is a summarizing description of the respective case study (or any
other content type). If in this document we refer to case studies the process of providing these summarizing
descriptions is meant. This needs to be recognized in order to avoid confusion with task 2.4.
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Table 1: Requirement overview
Requirement
according to the
DOW

Refined / extended
requirements

An Observatory as
an attractive and
useful resource
and repository

• Easy to use for readers

•
•
•
•
•

• Provide a set of
common information
categories in order to
make access easy for
visitors new to RRI
• Easy to use for
contributors

• Identify relevant topics

• Contributors need to
remain in charge of
their content
• Observatory should
have a design that is
neutral in regard to
the specific project in
which it has been
developed
• Conceptual article on
what RRI is
• Conceptual paper on
selected values or
impacts
• Glossary Entry
• Case studies

• Create a database of references and not of
primary documents

Current and
emerging
technologies and
the issues they are
likely to raise for
RRI

• Technology
assessment and
foresight reports

• Specify relevant meta tags
• Provide a specific contribution template

Areas in need of
more detailed
research

• Technology
assessment and
foresight reports

• Specify relevant meta tags
• Provide a specific contribution template

Areas where public
engagement on
particular issues
may be relevant.

• Technology
assessment and
foresight reports

• Specify relevant meta tags
• Provide a specific contribution template

RRI concepts

Case studies
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Structural / technical requirements

Meta tag system
Filter and search functionalities
Content Customization
Quality control mechanisms
Consult usability standards

• Meta tag system
• Wizard based contribution templates
• Consult usability standards

• Have an overall design guideline / page
layout
• Identify design element that are acceptable
to the different stakeholder groups
• Specify relevant meta tags
• Provide a specific contribution template

• Specify relevant meta tags
• Provide a specific contribution template
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Requirement according
to the DOW
Guidelines for RRI

Governance
arrangements suitable
for addressing RRI
Training material for
RRI
Findings from the
project

Refined / extended
requirements

Structural / technical requirements

•
•
•
•
•

Approach to RRI
Design guideline
Assessment guideline
Code of Conduct
Guideline for review
processes
• Governance
arrangements suitable
for addressing RRI

• Specify relevant meta tags
• Provide a specific contribution template

• Training material for RRI
• Media training for RRI
stakeholders
• Guide to funding
sources for RRI at
different levels
(national, EU,
international)
• Briefs

• Specify relevant meta tags
• Provide a specific contribution template

• Specify relevant meta tags
• Provide a specific contribution template

• Specify relevant meta tags
• Provide a specific contribution template

Findings from a broader
network of researchers
and innovators

• Involve the Go4RRI projects group
• Identify further content types

A “collection
mechanism” where the
outcomes of the 4
projects will be
published and
“discussed”

• Specify relevant meta tags
• Provide further specific contribution
templates

A “living” virtual space
for stakeholders’
interaction and forward
thinking.

• Integrate the Observatory with the Forum

Offer collaborative
“web 2.0” tools

• Integrate the Observatory with the Forum

Provide a maintenance
concept for the
Observatory
• Provide a user model with a permission
system
• Provide related and contextual information
and content to all individual content
• Provide a reputation system
• Decide on a content management system
• Decide on a suitable domain name
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3 Use Cases
In the following chapter use cases will be provided which are based on the initial list of
requirements and which will give an overview on how the Observatory could be used. They
specify how the user will be guided through the website and where and what alternative ways of
doing things in the Observatory will be available. From each use case a number of functional
requirements will be derived. These will be specified in detail in chapter 4.
All use cases are developed in accordance with the methodology specified by Cockburn (2007).
They are developed to enhance the users perception of usefulness and ease of use in accordance
with the criteria specified in the “Technology Acceptance Model” (Davis 1989; V. Venkatesh &
Bala 2008; Viswanath Venkatesh & Davis 2000) as well as Usability standards like ISO 9241 (1997)
or those described in Nielson (1993).

3.1 Overall preconditions and assumptions
Besides the actual workflow and alternative paths every use case comprises a set of assumptions
and preconditions that need to be completed in order for the use case to take action.

3.1.1

User

As every technology should be designed to meet the needs and requirements of its target
audience, the most important assumption is that of the motivations, goals and practices of the
different types of users who are likely to use the service.
In case of the RRI Observatory this target audience could be divided either by the different groups
of stakeholders or by the way of their interaction with the platform. Taking the stakeholder
groups into focus it is most likely that they will differ in regard to their specific contentwise
interest. This became clear during our discussion of experiences with different stakeholder groups
and the respective content types we need to make available through the Observatory. That
discussion however also elucidated that apart from the different interests of the stakeholders it is
not rewarding to try to identify usage practices which are specific to particular stakeholder
groups. Therefore it was decided to provide a broad spectrum of content types which are likely to
be of interest to any of the groups considered. The focus of user specification then shifted to the
actual activities users want to do with the platform. This approach lead to the principal distinction
between two user types which are not assignable to specific individuals but which are more of
roles an individual is taking based on her current motivation.
The first role a user might take is that of the reader of content. For that role the following three
use cases have been identified:
1. The reader wants to get an introduction and an overview on RRI.
2. The reader seeks specific RRI related information
3. The reader wants to keep up with a specific topic
The second role is that of a contributor to the Observatory. For that role the following two use
cases have been identified:
4. The contributor wants to provide new primary content
5. The contributor wants to review new content
Apart from that there are the following sub use cases that do not comprise a full motivation in
themselves but are necessary preconditions of the other regular use cases:
6. Registration
7. Becoming an expert
8. Being a moderator
D4.1: Observatory Descriptive Report
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3.1.2

Further general preconditions and assumptions

Apart from the general motivation there are a number of more technical preconditions that need
to be fulfilled in order for the user to be able to participate in the Observatory:
• The user has internet access
• The user is able to discuss in a language that is spoken by a significant number of other
community members
• There is a significant number of active community members to enable discussion
• The user has no impediments to register to the site
Each of these seems to be quite easy to overcome however it is easy to consider many situations
and contexts where these preconditions result in the exclusion of certain stakeholder groups.

3.1.3

Scope of use cases

The scope of every use case is the realization of at least one of the motivations described above.
In that regard the use cases will start with the first interaction on the Observatory after the
formation of the motivation is most likely. The use cases will end either with the realization of the
motivation or with different states of failure. The motivations addressed as well as the individual
end points (realizations, failure) of the respective motivations will be highlighted. If during the
interaction within a specific use case new facts (external as well as such which are produced by
the interaction itself) emerge which lead to a change of motivation, a new use case starts.
Potential waypoints at which a change of motivation is likely will be highlighted. Of course that
does not mean that these waypoints are the sole places where a change of motivation might
occur. Instead such a change could happen any time for a multitude of reasons that could not be
foreseen and might as well be induced by factors external to the Observatory.
At the beginning of each of the main use cases there will be a figure to illustrate the course of
each use case. In these figures different actors will be distinguished by different colors:
•
•
•
•

White symbols represent technical components
Blue symbols represent technical components with an a functional specification in chapter 4
Orange symbols represent users
Black symbols represent other use cases

3.2 Use Cases of the readers of the Observatory
The following use cases address the general motivation of the users to get information from the
site. Therefore the main action of the user will be to get and read texts and to assess whether
they satisfy their information need. In this process different stakeholders will seek different
information depending on their role and context in regard to RRI. Although there will be a limited
number of interest that will be highlighted on the homepage (“highlighted information
categories”) the workflow to acquire information will generally be the same for all sorts of
information. As a consequence these highlighted information categories might change over time.

3.2.1

Use Case 1: The reader wants to get an introduction and an
overview on RRI

3.2.1.1

Goal

3.2.1.2

Actors involved

The user has heard of RRI but is not sure if it is relevant to her. Therefore the user wants to get an
introduction on RRI and an overview of the site in order to see whether it is useful or not.
User, Website

D4.1: Observatory Descriptive Report
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3.2.1.3

Preconditions / Assumptions

3.2.1.4

Main Flow / Steps

• An occasional user stumbling upon the RRI Observatory being redirected from Facebook,
twitter, google or from a link in an email wants to get a quick introduction and a chance to
browse the website
• Different users have different practices how users explore a website or topic. This isn’t related
to the type of stakeholder they are but to their individual personality and previous experiences
and practices they have. Therefore it is necessary to offer multiple ways to get access to a
website.
The following figure outlines the workflow of the use case. This implies that only those elements
of a website will be mentioned that are likely to play a role in the use case. It does not comprise a
full specification of the functional elements involved. The comprehensive specifications of the
functionality of each site and element are presented in chapters three and four:

Figure 1: Use Case 1 Diagram
D4.1: Observatory Descriptive Report
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Homepage
1. The user enters the homepage and will be confronted with the following information and
choices. Based on its individual preferences the user chooses one of these options and will be
redirected to another page:
a. An “About RRI” page link (go to step 2)
b. An overview on highlighted information categories that should make it easier for the user
to identify its specific interest. The user could click on one of these categories if one attracts
her attention. Every highlighted information category is represented by specific meta tags
that will be handed over to the search result generation algorithm (go to step 4)
c. An overview of the most read articles (of all time / of the last month) to highlight current
topics. The user could click on an article if one draws her attention. (go to step 11)
d. A search term form (everywhere element) where the user could enter key words and
perform a search (go to step 4)
e. “Advanced search” link that redirects the user to an empty search page on which it is
possible for the user to use filter criteria in the first place (go to step 6)
f. Twitter/ Facebook (everywhere element): An overview on the latest postings on twitter
and Facebook which should comprise latest activities, upcoming events and hot topics. The
information is provided via widgets.
g. Advantages of registration: an overview on what could be done after registration as well as
a link to registration (List of interactive features) (go to step 7)
h. Recent discussions: most recent / vivid discussions on the Forum. This should be integrated
to give the user the impression that she has come to a vivid platform and to highlight
current discussions (go to step 8)
i. Faces of experts: From the users of the internal user database who have agreed to act as
experts the names and ideally faces (most liked, best known, most active, etc.) will be
presented to the user. That way the user should get the impression of a personal
connection to the side and real persons who could provide answers to potential questions
and issues. (go to step 10)
About RRI page
The About RRI page is an article in itself. The page will contain a link to an overview on other
conceptual articles.
2. The user is provided with an extended introductory article on the RRI topic.
3. After reading the article the user could either:
a. Go back to the homepage (go to step 1)
b. Perform a free text search (go to step 4)
c. Get an overview on all available conceptual articles (go to step 4)
Search result page
4. An algorithm generates a sorted list of articles based on the search terms and meta tags
provided by the user or the page that is redirecting the user to the search result page.
5. The search results are displayed to the user. For every entry the user could decide to:
a. Go to the index card to get an overview on the primary document(s) (go to step 11)
b. Go directly to the primary document(s) (go to step 12)
6. The user could refine its search results by specifying meta tags (go to step 4)
Registration
7. The user gets an overview on the advantages of being registered to the site
a. If she decides to register, a web form will be presented ( go to UC 6)
b. If she decides against registration she could go back or leave the site.
Forum page
8. The user is redirected to a specific topic in the Forum.
9. The user can immediately start to read the Forum discussion (see deliverable 3.2)
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User page
10. The user will be redirected to a user page where she could get further information or interact
with that person. ( go to UC 9)
Index card page
11. A site will be presented to the user with condensed information on the primary article.
Besides a brief but structured abstract on such an index card, a set of meta tags will be
provided as a source of information on the primary article. The user has the following options
to interact:
a. Go to the actual primary document ( go to step 12)
b. The user can get related articles based on one of the meta tags specified for the article (
go to step 4)
c. The user gets an overview on related articles which are provided by an algorithm. The user
can click on one of these article links and will be redirected to the respective index card (
go to step 11)
d. The user gets an overview on related discussions which are provided by an algorithm. The
user can click on one of these discussion topics links and will be redirected to the respective
Forum thread (see deliverable 3.2)
e. Share the article via social media.
f. Report inappropriate content (go to UC 8)
Primary document
12. Depending on whether the primary document is within the internal Observatory database or
somewhere on the internet, the user will be redirected either to an internal (go to step 13) or
external page or website (go to step 14):
13. Internal document
a. Read the article(s).
b. Find related documents based on the meta tags of the document.
14. The external document opens in a separate window or tab.
a. Read the article(s).

3.2.1.5

Alternative Flows /Variations

1. The search request leads to no articles: In this case the user is redirected to a “no results
found page”.
2. There are no related articles: The respective field will be displayed with a message that there
are currently no related articles available and that the user could add one after signing in.
3. There are no related discussions: The respective field will be displayed with a message that
there are currently no related discussions available and that the user could start one.
4. There are no experts in the database: The respective field will not be displayed.
5. A specific page couldn’t be found although there is a link: Provide a 404 page with the regular
“everywhere elements”.
6. The link to an external primary document is no longer valid: Redirect the user to the index
card and display a message in red letters that the source seems to be no longer available. In
this situation the administrator should get an email notification. She must inform the
contributor or decide to delete the link or the index card as a whole.
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3.2.2

Use Case 2: The reader seeks specific RRI related information

3.2.2.1

Goal

3.2.2.2

Actors involved

3.2.2.3

Preconditions / Assumptions

3.2.2.4

Main Flow / Steps

The use case comprises all activities that are motivated by the search for some specific
information.
Besides the readers, in this use case only the website is involved as an interacting partner.
• The user must have a certain information need why she comes to the site. She must have a
quite accurate idea what she wants in terms of content or maybe even a specific document.
• The user must be willing to search for the specific RRI related information she is looking for.
• There needs to be enough content on the site for the user to have a chance to find what she
wants.
The following figure outlines the workflow of the use case. This implies that only those elements
of a site will be mentioned that are likely to play a role in the use case. It does not comprise a full
specification of the functional elements involved. For the comprehensive specification of the
functionality of each site and element go to chapter three and four.
This use case is actually a sub use case of use case one as no new elements appear. Nonetheless
in terms of the motivation of the user it is a completely different use case and user experience as
many elements will be in the focus. Those in focus will have the highest attention in the long term
and should thus be displayed in a prominent place.
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Figure 2: Use Case 2 Diagram
Homepage
1. The user enters the homepage and finds the following relevant elements for interaction
a. An overview on highlighted information categories that should make it easier for the user
to identify its specific interest. The user could click on one of these categories if one attracts
her attention. Every highlighted information category is represented by specific meta tags
that will be handed over to the search result generation algorithm (go to step 2)
b. A search term form (everywhere element) where the user could enter key words and
perform a search (go to step 2)
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Search result page
2. An algorithm generates a sorted list of articles based on the search terms and meta tags
provided by the user or the page that is redirecting the user to the search result page.
3. The search results are displayed to the user. For every entry the user could decide to
a. Go to the index card to get an overview on the primary document(s) (go to step 5)
b. Go directly to the primary document(s) (go to step 6)
4. The user could refine its search results by specifying meta tags (go to step 2)
Index card page
5. A site will be presented to the user with condensed information on the primary article.
Besides a brief but structured abstract on such an index card, a set of meta tags will be
provided as a source of information on the primary article. The user has the following options
to interact:
a. Go to the actual primary document ( go to step 6)
b. The user can get related articles based on one of the meta tags specified for the article (
go to step 2)
c. The user gets an overview on related articles which are provided by an algorithm. The user
can click on one of these article links and will be redirected to the respective index card (
go to step 5)
d. The user gets an overview on related discussions which are provided by an algorithm. The
user can click on one of these discussion topics links and will be redirected to the respective
Forum thread (see deliverable 3.2)
e. Share the article via social media.
f. The user can contact another user that is an expert for the issues of the article. That could
be either the author (if she has agreed to get contacted by other users) or a related expert.
(see deliverable 3.2)
Primary document
6. Depending on whether the primary document is within the internal Observatory database or
somewhere on the internet the user will be redirected either to an internal (go to step 7) or
external page or website (go to step 8).
7. Internal document
a. Read the article(s).
b. Find related documents based on the meta tags of the document.
8. The external document opens in a separate window or tab.
a. Read the article(s).

3.2.2.5

Alternative Flows /Variations

3.2.3

Use Case 3: The reader wants to keep up with a specific topic

3.2.3.1

Goal

3.2.3.2

Actors involved

3.2.3.3

Preconditions / Assumptions

See alternative flows of use case 1

The user is interested in one or more specific topics or article and wants to keep an overview and
keep up with new and related articles or discussions in regard to the specific topic.
User, Website

• The user must have the desire to keep up with a specific topic.
• The user has already been on the site and knows the basic functionalities and where and how
to find content.
• The user needs to be registered or must register the first time she wants to follow this use
case.
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3.2.3.4

Main Flow / Steps

Figure 3: Use Case 3 Diagram
Homepage
1. The user enters the homepage. If she is already a registered member and has agreed to
accept cookies she will be automatically redirected to her custom homepage ( go to step 4)
2. The user must login to the site After Login the user will be redirected to the custom
homepage ( go to step 4)
3. If the user is not yet registered but wants to use the functionalities to keep up with specific
topics she needs to register first. A text will inform her of the advantages of registration and a
link will be provided that redirects her to the registration form ( go to UC 6). After
completing registration she will be redirected to the custom homepage ( go to step 4)
Custom Homepage
4. The custom homepage should provide the user with information that suits her interest and
keeps her up with the latest articles and discussions in the respective domains. The user has
the following options to interact on this page:
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a. Customization link: The link redirects the user to a special information customization form
where she can specify what sort of articles she is interested in (go to step 5)
b. Customized list of articles: Based on the configuration in the information customization
form there will be up to 10 customized lists displayed. The user could either enlarge one of
these lists which will redirect her to the normal search result view with the specific
parameters for that custom list ( go to step 9) or directly click on one of the links in the
list. In that case the user will be redirected to the index card of the respective article (go to
step 12)
c. Followed discussions: A list will be displayed with the latest discussions to which the user
has made a contribution as well as discussions the user marked to be followed. The thread
or group names will be displayed along with the total number as well as latest number
(since last visit of the user) of postings. By clicking on the link the user will be redirected to
the last posting in the respective thread ( see deliverable 3.2)
d. Contributed articles: There will be a list of all the articles a user has contributed or has
made a contribution to like a comment or a review. There will be signs that symbolize
whether the user is the owner of an article, if she made comments or if there are
comments and the review status of the document. If there are new activities in terms of
comments or review status these will be highlighted too. If the user clicks on an article she
will be redirected to the respective index card. ( go to step 12)
Customization Form
5. In the information customization form the user can configure how she wants to keep up with
certain topics. Therefore the following tool will be provided for her:
6. Articles List Configuration Form: The user must fill in key words or meta tags as well as a name
for each list in order for that list to appear on the custom homepage. The lists might either
consist of articles or discussion threads.
7. Meta Tag Alert: The user can specify to get informed regarding new content or new activities
in the Forum.
8. After the user has finished her configurations she will be redirected to the custom homepage
( go to step 4)
Search result page
9. An algorithm generates a sorted list of articles based on the search terms and meta tags
provided by the user or the page that is redirecting the user to the search result page.
10. The search results are displayed to the user. For every entry the user could decide to
a. Go to the index card to get an overview on the primary document(s) (go to step 12)
b. Go directly to the primary document(s)
11. The user could refine its search results by specifying meta tags (go to step 9)
Index Card
12. After performing the usual actions as specified in UC 2 (step 5) the user has the following
additional options as a registered user:
13. Comment: The user could add a comment to the article either in private or public. She can
make herself some notes that could be shared with the wider community. All articles with
comments will be saved and displayed in the list of “contributed and saved articles” list on the
custom homepage.
14. Save article: The user could also save the article without making a comment in advance. The
article will be displayed in the list of “contributed and saved articles” list on the custom
homepage.

3.2.3.5

Alternative Flows /Variations

1. The system fails to save an article: A message will appear in the actual information
customization form that informs the user of that error and sends a notification email to an
administrator.
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2. There are no articles to a specific combination of key words and meta tags: The user will be
provided with an empty list and a notification that there are currently no articles for this
specific combination of key words and meta tags but maybe in the future.
3. The user wants to delete a customized list: There must be a delete button (small x in a box)
for each custom element.
4. The user wants to alter the configuration of a customized element: There must be a
configuration button (small
in a box) for each custom element.

3.3 Use Cases of the contributors of the Observatory
It is the idea of the Observatory to make it a vivid place for the RRI community. However, this
implies that the users adopt the place and thus help it to grow. This implies on the one hand that
there is significant information and useful articles to make it attractive, but on the other hand,
that the users are willing to help the Observatory to grow. Thus the following use cases address
this general motivation of the users to contribute to the Observatory. It is clear that the quality of
contribution will depend on the level of expertise and the specific role a user has. Therefore a
user that represents the broader public will contribute other content then a university professor
or the representative from the industry. The Observatory specification is taking these different
abilities of the user groups into account and provides an interface that is easy to use and enables
every user to provide the information that she wants.

3.3.1

Use Case 4: The contributor wants to provide new content

3.3.1.1

Goal

3.3.1.2

Actors involved

3.3.1.3

Preconditions / Assumptions

The contributor wants to make contribution to the Observatory.
User, Website, Reviewer

• The contributor possesses or has found an article or source of documents that is not yet in the
database of the Observatory.
• The contributor has significant knowledge of the article or source of documents to fill in
information about these documents.
• The user has an opinion about an article she wants to share with the community.
• The user is a registered member of the Observatory and logged in.
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3.3.1.4

Main Flow / Steps

Figure 4: Use Case 4 Diagram
1. The user needs to log into the Observatory.
2. If the user isn’t registered yet she has to do this in advance ( go to UC 6)
Custom Homepage
3. The user spots her reputation score. The reputation score represents the amount of
contributions she has made. From here the user could contribute a new primary document
( go to step 5)
4. After a successful contribution the reputation score will increase based on the sort of
contribution.
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5. The user clicks the “Contribute a primary document” link in order to add a new article to the
Observatory.
6. The Observatory checks whether the user is an expert user:
a. If yes the user will be redirected to the “Content contribution template” (go to step 7)
b. If no the user is redirected to the expert section of the registration form ( go to UC 6)
Content contribution template
7. The content contribution template guides the user in a wizard style form through the
contribution process. The user has to provide meta tag as well as contentwise information.
8. The last page presented is a review page. The user has the chance to check all information
provided. She could click on any data field in order to edit her entries.
9. At the end of the process the user submits the contribution ( go to UC 5).
a. If it is the first contribution (reputation score = 0) the contribution will be send to a
reviewer. ( go to UC 5)
b. If the reputation score is between 1 and 21 the contribution will be published immediately
but the reviewers will be informed of the new content of an inexperienced contributor.
c. If the reputation score is above or equal to 21 the contribution gets published immediately.
10. After a successful review process the article will be released ( go to step 4)
Index card
11. After reading an article a user can make different types of contribution to a specific article.
These contributions could be conducted via the index card of the respective article. The
following options are available:
a. Contribute a comment to an existing article
b. Contribute a link to an external discussion or document that is related to the respective
article ( go to step 13)
12. If the user wants to make a comment she can do this right on the index card. For the logged in
user there is a comment field available. The user could type in her remarks and has to decide
whether this should be a private or a public remark.
External content contribution template
13. If the user knows of an article or a discussion somewhere on the internet that she think to be
related to the article it is about she could fill in an external content contribution template. In
that template she only has to fill in meta tags of the respective source.
14. After the submission of the contribution the system checks the reputation score of the user:
a. If it is the first contribution (reputation score = 0) the contribution will be send to a
reviewer. ( go to UC 5)
b. If the reputation score is between 1 and 21 the contribution will be published immediately
but the reviewers will be informed of the new content of an inexperienced contributor.
c. If the reputation score is above or equal to 21 the contribution gets published immediately.
15. After a successful review process the link will be appended to the index card ( go to step 4)

3.3.1.5

Alternative Flows /Variations

3.3.2

Use Case 5: The contributor wants to review new content

3.3.2.1

Goal

3.3.2.2

Actors involved

• The links the user provides are not valid: The system displays an exception message and
explains what went wrong and what the user should do.
• The documents the user provides are not valid or exceed certain limitations: The system
displays an exception message and explains what went wrong and what the user should do.

The contributor wants to contribute to the quality of the Observatory by reviewing contributions
of other contributors.
User, Website, Reviewer
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3.3.2.3

Preconditions / Assumptions

3.3.2.4

Main Flow / Steps

• The user is logged in to the page.
• The user needs to be an expert.

Figure 5: Use Case 5 Diagram
Customization Form
1. The reviewer has to declare her consent to get selected as a reviewer by checking the “I’m
willing to act as a reviewer for new content” check box in the information customization form.
2. The reviewer has to decide how she wants to be informed about new contributions that need
a review. The standard modus of information is a note on the custom homepage. However the
user could decide to receive an email alert as well.
Custom Homepage (Reviewer)
3. After a contributor has submitted an article to the review process the Observatory calculates
potential experts that have agreed to act as reviewers. The users will be selected based on a
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4.
5.
6.

7.

match between the meta tags they have flagged in their user profile and the meta tags
specified by the contributor for the article.
The selected reviewers will be notified on their custom homepage or, if they have agreed will
receive an email too.
The reviewer will click on the article and gets redirected to the respective index card ( go to
step 7).
After the reviewer sends comments to the contributor she is awaiting a response. The
contributor has 7 days to respond. Thereafter the following options are available:
a. If the user doesn’t respond at all or agrees that the reviewer can choose to revise the article
on her own. ( got to step 8)
b. If the user declines any revision, the reviewer could only decide if the remarks are severe
enough to reject the article in total or if it could be released in its current stage anyway. (
go to step 9a or 9c).
c. The reviewer revisits the revised article ( go to step 8)
After the approval the reviewer will see an increased reputation score.

Index Card
8. The index card is marked as unreleased and that it needs approval.
9. After reading the primary article and the information provided by the contributor for the index
card the reviewer has the following options:
a. Decline review: The reviewer could decline to review. If this is chosen the Observatory will
keep the invitations to review for other experts.
b. Send a comment: The reviewer sends comments to the contributor that there are open
questions or revisions necessary ( go to step 10)
c. Approve the article: If the reviewer is satisfied with the quality of the information provided
for the index card the reviewer approves the article. The article will then be published on
the Observatory
d. Revise the article if this is approved by the contributor.
e. The reviewer and the contributor will be rewarded with an increase in their reputation
score.
10.Remind the reviewer: If none of these options is used within 24 hours the Observatory will
send an email to the reviewer asking whether she is still willing to review. If no response will
be returned within the next 24 hours the article will be offered again to other experts.
Custom Homepage (Contributor)
11.If the reviewer has any remarks regarding the article the contributor will be informed on her
custom homepage as well as via email.
12.The user could then decide between the following options:
a. Revise and submit the article again ( go to step 3)
b. Authorize third party completion: This is the default option if the user does not respond
with 7 days ( go to step 3).
c. Decline any revision: The user does not revise the article and does not allow anybody else
to do the necessary work ( go to step 3)
13.The article will be submitted to the reviewer again.
14.After final approval the reputation score of the contributor will increase.

3.3.2.5

Alternative Flows /Variations

• The user does not get selected as a reviewer any longer: The user could always go to her
account settings and uncheck the “I’m willing to act as a reviewer for new content” check box.
• The user gets selected as a reviewer again and again for issues she doesn’t perceive herself to
be an expert: The system must be able to give an account on why somebody has been chosen
as an expert and the respective person needs to be able to decline to get selected for specific
reasons
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3.4 Sub Use Cases
The following use cases describe specific actions that a user needs to perform only under rare
conditions and which are a precondition to accomplish other regular motivations.

3.4.1

Sub Use Case 6: Registration

3.4.1.1

Goal

3.4.1.2

Actors involved

3.4.1.3

Preconditions / Assumptions

3.4.1.4

Main Flow / Steps

The user wants to register to the Observatory in order to use member’s functions and to
participate in the interaction with the global RRI community.
User, Website
None

Homepage
1. The user clicks on the registration link.
Registration Form
2. The user gets informed on how her data will be used in a very brief and easy to understand
way.
3. The user needs to confirm that she has read and understood that “privacy policy” and the
“terms of service”.
4. The user needs to fill in some data that allows the Observatory to grant her certain rights to
the platform. For each data the user will find an explanation of why this data is acquired.
Thereby the Observatory is designed in the most responsible way. Therefor only the data is
acquired that is really necessary to grant access right for a certain user role. If the user wants
to perform actions that need more data the user will only then be asked for that data. There
will be at least two roles that need different types of data:
a. Basic user: Enables the user to write comments on the Observatory, to use the functionality
of the custom homepage and to participate in the Forum discussions.
b. Expert user: Enables the user to contribute new primary documents, to act as a reviewer
and to become a moderator.
5. The user gets an overview of all the data that has been acquired as well as some tutorial on
how to review and change those data setting later on.
6. After the final confirmation the user will be redirected to her custom homepage.

3.4.1.5

Alternative Flows /Variations

3.4.2

Sub Use Case 7: Become and expert

3.4.2.1

Goal

1. The user declines the terms of service or privacy policy or the user does not want to fill in a
certain information:
a. An explanation is displayed that apologizes to the user but that certain functionality needs
certain information. Apart from that there will be a text field where the user could contact
an administrator to inform her of the reasons why she declines the information
b. A back to the homepage link will be displayed to the user.
2. The user realizes that she filled in some wrong data:
c. Each data that is displayed on the summary page could be changed by clicking on an edit
button.

The user wants to contribute new primary documents or act as a reviewer.
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3.4.2.2

Actors involved

3.4.2.3

Preconditions / Assumptions

3.4.2.4

Main Flow / Steps

User, Website

• The user has not yet been granted expert rights.
Registration Form
Option 1: The user could either fill in the necessary data right during the registration process (
see UC 6)
Custom homepage
Option 2: If the user clicks on the “contribute a primary document” link, the Observatory checks
her expert status. If she is not a user she will be redirected to the registration form along with an
explanation why she has to amend data for her to contribute documents to the Observatory.

3.4.2.5

Alternative Flows /Variations

3.4.3

Sub Use Case 8: Moderation: A community member wants to
report inappropriate content

3.4.3.1

Goal

3.4.3.2

Actors involved

3.4.3.3

Preconditions / Assumptions

3.4.3.4

Main Flow / Steps

3.4.4

Sub Use Case 9: A user wants to get information on another user

3.4.4.1

Goal

3.4.4.2

Actors involved

1. The user does not want to fill in certain information: Therefore, an explanation is displayed
that apologizes to the user but that certain functionality needs certain information. Apart from
that there will be a text field where the user could contact an administrator to inform her of
the reasons why she declines the information.
2. A back to the homepage link will be displayed to the user.

The user wants to report an inappropriate comment or article in the database.
Reporting User, Moderator, Website
•
•
•
•
•

The moderator and the reporting user need to be registered.
The moderator and the reporting user need to be logged in.
The moderator needs to have a certain reputation score.
The reporting user needs to have already clicked on a link to an index card.
The reporting user needs to perceive a comment or index card entry inappropriate.

1. A community member has reported a specific content as inappropriate.
2. The moderator will receive an internal message with a link to the dubious content.
3. The moderator clicks on the link to the dubious content and assesses whether the content is
really inappropriate or not.
4. The moderator clicks on an edit button that is provided with the dubious content and reports
her decision whether the content is really inappropriate or not.
5. The author of the comment will be informed of the deletion of her content

A user wants to get further information or wants to get in contact with another user.
User, Website
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3.4.4.3

Preconditions / Assumptions

3.4.4.4

Main Flow / Steps

-

1. The user clicks on the image of another user that will be provided either with a specific piece
of content or as part of the related expert section that is provided in the related content
column.
2. On the public user profile page the user could
a. Receive general information on the other user
b. Follow links to the articles that user has contributed to the Observatory
c. Get in contact with the other user
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4 Requirement Specification
In this chapter, the functional requirements that have been identified in the use cases will be
specified in detail. As it has been shown, the primary function of the Observatory is to provide
accessibility to a broad range of very heterogeneous content which is located within as well as
outside of the Observatory. In order to enable this function, the following principal data model
was developed in order for the user to gain further information on every data layer and thus a
better understanding of the topic as well as her personal interest:
On the top layer the Observatory provides a set of meta tags that could be used by the user to
browse and search the knowledge base. As these tags are themselves browseable, they will
enable the formation of an interest. Respectively on the second layer, the user will be provided
with search results that will give her a first impression on the type and amount of content that is
available. She could then select articles for which she wants to get further information. By clicking
on the document titles of the search result entries she will be forwarded to the third layer where
she will be provided with an index card where she can get a brief overview on the information
provided by the individual content sources in order to decide whether a given content might be
relevant or not. From here on she has several options. She could proceed with the primary
documents and will be redirected to the respective documents within or outside of the
Observatory, she could read through the comments on the article that have been left by other
users and she could follow one the links to either experts in the domain of the primary document
or to related articles or related discussions which could be both within or outside of the
Observatory. Of course, she could always return to any previous level and select other content.
In order to further enhance accessibility, it turned out to be necessary to refine the data model in
regard to the index cards and the associated primary documents. As there are numerous semantic
and qualitative differences in the content of the documents provided by the Observatory, it was
necessary to differentiate the third layer into 10 specific index card content types (see chapter
4.8.4.11.)
In order to make the contribution of new content as easy as possible for the contributors, there
will be only one knowledge base template to add new content to the knowledge base. These
templates are used to extend the meta tag vocabulary, to generate new search result entries,
index cards and links to new primary documents as well as data base entries if the content should
be uploaded to the Observatory. As such the data model layers are inseparable from the template
that generates new instances and hence in the following subchapters which will explain the
different data layers in detail, their integration with the generating template will be specified as
well.
In order to provide the functionalities in a way that they are most compatible with the usage
habits of as many users as possible, we drew together ideas from a multitude of well-known and
good practices already existing on the internet. As the Observatory should become a synthesis of
a knowledge base and a platform to discuss and to work together on RRI and related topics, these
good practices could be divided in two groups: For the knowledge base we drew ideas from
websites of major online publishers like Sage, ScienceDirect or PubMed. For the interactive and
communicative aspects we followed good practices like: Facebook, Research Gate, Academia or
Slashdot.
The following image Figure 6 provides an overview of the different layers of the Observatory
knowledge base.
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Figure 6: Basic architecture

4.1 Common page layout
In order to make accessibility to the site as easy as possible, any website needs a common page
layout that permeates every page of the site. The following four principles will guide the
specification of that layout:
1. To provide as much space and to promote the current as well as most relevant information
2. To support sustainable learning by providing contextual and relational data to all sources of
information.
3. To provide permanent access to the community and knowledge base functionalities
simultaneously.
4. To guide the design on well known, institutionalized precursors and role models.
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Based on these principles the Figure 7 gives an overview on the different sections of the site:

Figure 7: Common page layout
These principles are implemented in this basic page layout in the following way:
The logo area (blue) will be just as big as to guarantee that people will recognize the Observatory.
That way the biggest part of the display will remain reserved for the actual content. This is a
typical design approach in well-known community websites like Facebook, Twitter or Tumblr but
also with respected knowledge bases like ScienceDirect, PubMed or usability.gov.
In order to grant permanent access to the knowledge base there will be a function area (orange)
right under the logo section. This area will be present on every page on the website and will
contain all functionalities the user will be able to perform on the respective page. Among other
functions that might vary from page to page there will be a search field on every page where the
user could always perform a new search. To ensure maximum space for the content, the functions
provided will be symbolized by a small icon with only a small caption. Only the search field will be
of bigger size although the “search” button and an “Advanced search” button will be provided as
icons as well.
As it is common practice to have the navigation area (red) in a left hand column, the Observatory
will also follow this institutionalized design pattern. Although navigation options will change from
page to page, the user will find them always in the left column. Via the navigation section the user
will always be able to get to the community pages as well as to access or further specify what
content she is looking for.
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Apart from these sections there will be a large content area (grey) remaining in the middle of the
site. On different pages of the Observatory different types of content will be presented. As all
sorts of content that will be presented are of various importance to the user because of urgency
or relevance the content section will be a dynamic space that promotes more important content
to the top.
The related content area (green) will provide deepening and contextual information where
available. It will always be provided in a right hand column but only displayed where necessary. If
no related content is available the main content section could be extended to the borders of this
section.

4.1.1

General implementation principles

Apart from the common page layout, during the implementation phase it is mandatory to take the
following standards into account in order to make usage easy and open to all kinds of users:
1. The implementation makes use of accessibility standards like the “Web Content Accessibility
Guidelines” (WCAG) 1.0 and WCAG 2.0
2. Usability standards like ISO/TR 16982 (2002), ISO 9241 (1997) and HHS Web Guidelines (U.S.
Dept. of Health and Human Services 2006)
3. Privacy by design principles like Cavoukian (2009)
4. Accountability principles like Guagnin ea. (2011)

4.2 User Model
The purpose of a user model is to provide an internal representation of the various roles people
could take when using the site. It specifies the permissions and duties which are available for each
role as well as the preconditions and expectations that are associated with each role.
The following table gives an overview on the various user roles that could be acquired by the
users. As the user model of the website is rank based, each role needs to be acquired by the user
in advance. Therefore the user has to contribute to the website and its community. The user
receives awards for respective actions (see. chapter 4.3). The second column of the table thus
represents the amount of credits a user needs in order to get promoted to the respective role. As
the user graduates in the ranks, she gets more permission to interact and to take responsibility for
the website. These permissions are listed in column three. However some of the permissions
granted require further personal data either for the functionality itself or to provide more
transparency to the other users who might want to know who is responsible or in charge of a
certain activity on the platform. These additional data requirements are listed in the third column.
Apart from these there will be a number of other data which will be gathered by the use of
Google Analytics. The use of that tool is necessary as we need to monitor Forum and Observatory
activities according to the DOW. For a more in detail specification see chapter 4.18.
As the Observatory and the Forum are inseparable, the following user roles do apply to both
although not all of them are relevant for the Observatory in its current specification.
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Table 2: User roles
User role
Anonymous
visitor
Registered
user

Contributor

Expert

Score

Permissions

0
0

0

100

Reviewer

200

Moderator

400

Governor

800

Administrator

1600

Mandatory data that will be
saved
-

• Customized homepage
• Receive custom content
• Post private comments

• Contribute new content to the
Observatory
• Post public comment
• Post in the Forum
• Could be contacted as a partner in a
partnership initiative
• participate in an innovation café
• Receive invitations to take part in
Forum activities
• Get listed as an expert in regard to
Observatory content
• Participate in a dynamic coalition
• Receive messages to review new
content
• Review new content
• Send internal messages to all users
registered to the respective discussion
or who are responsible for a certain
contribution (even if they have
refused to receive messages)
• Edit comments and contributions of
other users
• Moderate a innovation café or
dynamic coalition
• Send internal messages to all users all
the time (even if they have refused to
receive messages)
• Post on the websites social media
sites (Twitter, Facebook)
• Send messages to the users email
address
• Ban users
• Strip users of their ranks
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Username
Email address
Date of registration
Comments the user made in
regard to articles in the
database
Receive the newsletter?
Receive content alerts?
Status of contributor
Articles in the database of
which the user is the
contributor
Discussions in which the user
has participated or which she
has even set up
Receive partnership requests?
Receive private messages?
Real name
Affiliation
Articles in the database of
which the user is an author
Contact the user as an expert?
Articles in the database of
which the user is the reviewer

•

•

•
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4.3 Reputation system
The reputation system is meant to reward users for their active participation in the RRI
community on the Observatory as well as in the Forum. Therefore, it counts the values of the
contribution activities of every user and calculates an individual reputation score. That score will
be displayed on the public user page of every registered user. The following table comprises the
values of the various contribution activities that will be rewarded.
Table 3: Reputation credits
Activity

Value

Add a new primary document

5

Be an author of a primary document

5

A primary document of which a user is the author will be accessed by another 0.1
user
Add further external links to a primary document

2

Agree to get contacted as an expert for the first time

10

Get contacted as an expert by another user for the first time

5

Get asked for a partnership in a partnership initiative

5

Add a comment to an article or in an innovation café

1

Participate in an Innovation Café

2

Get invited and join a dynamic coalition

5

Write a Scenario for an Innovation Café

2

Set up a dynamic coalition

10

A contribution to the Observatory gets deleted by a reviewer

-10

If the author of an article is not yet registered or is an organisation, no credits will be rewarded.
However whenever a new user registers, there will be a comparison between the author names
and the name of the new user. If there are any matches they will be presented to the user. She
will be asked to click the articles of which she really is the author.
Based on their reputation score the users gain higher ranks and are thus rewarded with more
permissions, on the website. The ranks and the necessary reputation score are listed in the user
model chapter (see 4.2).

4.4 Registration
Most websites on the internet which demand registration are just distinguishing between
mandatory and optional data. They want to acquire all data that might become relevant in the
future usage of the user in advance. Apart from that common approach, the RRI Observatory
takes a more responsible approach. This includes acquiring and saving data only when it is really
necessary. Therefore only when a user gains a new rank and wants to be rewarded with the
respective permissions, she will be asked for any further data that is necessary for these
functionalities. However, all data fields are available from the beginning and the user is always
free to fill in all data on a voluntary basis all the time.
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In order for the user to start the registration process she might either click on the respective link
on the homepage or could be redirected to the registration form whenever she wants to use a
functionality for which she needs to register first.
The registration process itself includes the following steps:
1. The user will be informed about the use of cookies. The website uses two cookies: The first
one is used for customization purposes and is thus an optional cookie as it is only necessary if
the user wants to use the custom homepage. The following data will be stored in an
encrypted way with the customization cookie:
a) The name of the server the cookie was sent from which is [URL of the website].
b) The lifetime of the cookie is 30 days and will be renewed whenever the user returns to
the website.
c) A randomly generated unique number to identify the user and to provide the
customization features.
d) … [The final list could only be collated during the implementation process]

2.

3.

4.
5.

The second cookie is a mandatory cookie that is necessary as the website needs to use google
analytics for usage statistics. The following data will be retrieved:
The data acquisition template will be presented. It will be provided in the design of the plain
user page. That way with every data the user fills in, she will immediately see how the data
will be displayed on her user page. An overview on the respective data will be given in chapter
4.5.
Whenever a new user registered, the system conducts a comparison between the names of
the authors in the database and the name of the new user. If there are any matches they will
be presented to the user. She will be asked to click the articles of which she really is the
author. This however requires that the user has filled in her real name. If there are any
articles she will receive the respective reputation credits
At the end of the initial registration the user will be asked to fill in a captcha.
After the initial registration the user will receive a confirmation mail that will be send to her
email address. The user needs to confirm her registration.

4.5 User page
The users profile page will provide an overview of all the data that the user has provided during
the registration process as well as data of her contributions on the website. There will be a clear
indication which data are publicly available, which are for administrative purposes only and which
ones are private user generated data. For all data, the user will always be able to get information
for what purpose that data is gathered. Regarding some of the administrative and user generated
content, the user could decide whether she wants to make them publicly available as well. Apart
from that, the profile page is the management centre for all customizations the user makes. This
includes the information in regard to which she wants to keep informed and the ways others are
allowed to get in contact with her.
The following tables comprise the maximum set of data gathered over the whole spectrum of
user roles. For each data, the status of publication and requirement as well as an explanation why
these data are gathered and the moment of acquisition will be listed. Each of the following tables
will be implemented as a separate section on the user page:

4.5.1

Personal data

The following table comprises all personal data that could be acquired during the registration and
increase in reputation.
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Table 4: Personal data
Data

Status

Username

Public

Requirement
Mandatory

Password

Private

Mandatory

Profile
Image
Email
Address

Public

Optional

Administrative

Mandatory

Date of
registration

Public

Mandatory

Contributor
status

Public

Mandatory

Explanatory text

Acquisition

The username is needed to identify the
user within the system as well as in the
community. It is not necessary to use a
real name.
The password is needed to login to the
website
The profile image is needed to get
recognized within the community
The email address is needed to receive
mails from the system or the
administrators of the website. The email
address will not be disclosed to other
users. All communication between the
users of the system will be conducted via
the communication system of the
website. You will only receive email if you
have specified that. That way it is
possible to receive content alerts, mailing
list notifications or the newsletter. Apart
from that only the administrator of the
website is allowed to contact you via
email for administrative reasons.
The date of registration is needed for
others to assess the integrity of another
member
Please select your current professional
status from the drop down list. This
should be done in order for the other
users to evaluate potential conflicts of
interest. Apart from that mandatory
specification you are free to add a
secondary description in the
“introduction text” field to elaborate on
your status. [The following options will be
available for the user to specify her
status:

Initial
registration

•
•
•
•
•
Introduction
text
Real name

Public

Optional

Public

Mandatory
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Initial
registration
Initial
registration
Initial
registration

Initial
registration
Contributor
rank

Researcher
Industry representative
Politician
Representative of a NGO /NPO
Citizen]

The user is free to introduce herself with
a free text
For the members of the community it is
necessary to understand whether and for
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Expert rank
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Affiliation
Issue
Domain

Ethical
Responsible
Issues
Region or
country

Public
Private
(Public if
flagged as
expertise)

Private
(Public if
flagged as
expertise)
Private
(Public if
flagged as
expertise)

Mandatory
Optional

what topics a certain user is a suitable
expert. This includes to search that
person on the internet
See real name
The experts need to specify their
expertise and interests. Therefore they
will be asked:

Expert rank
Expert rank

Optional

Please specify the domains you are
interested in and flag those for which you
consider yourself to be an expert and for
which you are willing to get contacted by
other users as an expert.
See “Issue Domain”

Expert rank

Optional

See “Issue Domain”

Expert rank

In order to guarantee the highest level of privacy, the user needs to give her explicit consent to
every acquisition, publication or transmission of any data or information. Moreover, with each
increase in the ranks of the reputation system, the user will be asked for her consent to get the
permissions and duties associated with the respective rank. This consent information will also be
stored within the personal data section:
Table 5: User consent form
Request

Status

Explanation

Act as an expert

Public if
the user
has agreed

If you agree to act as an expert, your profile will be linked to
content of the Observatory that is related to your fields of
expertise. The relation is based on a correlation between the
meta tags you specified for yourself and the meta tags of the
respective content. The following of your meta tags will be
taken into account. Please deselect the meta tags for which you
do not want to get contacted as an expert:

Act as a reviewer

Public if
the user
has agreed

If you agree to act as a reviewer, the system might contact you
if new content is provided to the Observatory that needs to be
reviewed in terms of quality in advance. The selection is based
on your expert criteria specifications. You might also be
contacted if content is flagged as inappropriate and a manual
review is necessary.

Act as a
moderator

Public if
the user

If you agree to act as a moderator, you might get contacted by
other members of the community who might need a moderator
for their discussions. The selection is based on your expert
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has agreed

criteria specifications.

Act as a governor

Public if
the user
has agreed

If you agree to act as a governor of the Observatory, you might
get contacted to approve new topics that should be discussed in
the RRI caucus process.

Receive the
newsletter

Private

The user could choose whether she wants to receive the
newsletter of the website where she could receive information
on ongoing activities or new calls for discussion within the
Forum

Ask for a
partnership via
the partnership
initiative page in
the Forum

No (default)

If you opt in to get contacted as a potential partner for an RRI
project other users will be able to send messages to you.
These messages will be forwarded only within the
communication system of the website.

Sent a private
message during a
discussion in
either an
innovation café
or a dynamic
coalition.

No (default)

If you opt in to get contacted by private messages in ongoing
discussions you have been participated in users will be able to
send messages to you. These messages will be forwarded only
within the communication system of the website.

In regard to the communication choices, the user is not only able to block certain communication
channels in general but to block every user of the Observatory in particular. After blocking
another member, the user will no longer receive any message from that member via her
information stream. However, it is still possible to read their comments and contributions to
discussions. In the communication customization form, the user will find a block list with the
names of all members she has blocked. There she could remove blocked members from that list.
As the Observatory is a tool of the RRI community, it is in accordance with the highest privacy
standards. Therefore there will be a section at the end of the page where the user gets an
overview of all the other data that is stored of her including an overview of the data stored in the
cookie.
Figure 8 gives an overview on the design of the user page
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Figure 8: User page “About me”

4.5.2

Information customization form

Part of the user profile page is the information customization form. The user could configure the
content of the information stream there. The following customization options are available to the
user:
1. Create, manage and delete topics: In order to create a new topic the user wants to stay
informed she has to specify a search query. All options that are available on the search page
will be available on the information customization form as well. Therefore the user uses the
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search function and presses a button that says: “Save as new content alert”. The new topic will
then be listed in the information customization form. The user could also add pre-given sets of
articles to her stream. These comprise “most read articles”, “latest articles”, “most discussed
articles” and “news”. For every new topic the user sets up, she must give the topic an
individual name that will be used as a reference in the information stream. The user could also
decide whether she wants to get informed of new content only via the information stream or
by email as well. The user could return to the specification of every topic at any time and
change the settings she has done and she will also be able to delete the whole topic.
2. Delete Discussions: In order to keep up with a certain discussion, it is not possible to do this
via the customization form. It is not useable to provide a full list of all discussions in the
customization form. Therefore, only a list of the discussions represented by their topic name
will be provided. The user could only delete discussions she is following. In order to add new
discussions she needs to go to the Forum where she will find a “keep in touch with this
discussion” link for every discussion.

Figure 9: My Content Alerts
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4.5.3

Contribution data

Table 6: Contribution data
Data

Status

Requirement

Legitimation

Acquisition

Articles in
the database
of which the
user is the
contributor

Public
(could be
partially
made
private)

Optional

The user can decide whether her
contributions to the database shall be
listed on her public user page. However
that does not affect the fact that her name
will be published with every contribution
she made.

Contributor
rank

Articles in
the database
of which the
user is an
author

Public
(could be
partially
made
private)

Mandatory

The articles are public as it is the main
Expert rank
purpose of the Observatory to offer articles
to its users

Articles in
the database
of which the
user is the
reviewer

Public
(could be
partially
made
private)

Mandatory

The user can choose whether her status as
reviewer will be disclosed or not. The
default value is to keep them private.

Reviewer
rank

Comments
the user
made in
regard to
articles in
the database

Private /
Public

Mandatory

The user can choose whether her
comments shall be available in public or
kept private as personal notes.

Initial
registration

Discussions
in which the
user has
participated
or which she
has even set
up

Private
(could be
made
public)

Mandatory

The user can decide whether her
participation in discussion shall be
disclosed or not. The default value is to
keep them private. However this does only
allow keep participation in dynamic
coalitions confidential. The participation in
innovation cafés could be tracked by every
user. However as such a user would have
to check with every single innovation café
the effort would be rather big.

Contributor
rank

Discussions
in which the
user acted
as a
moderator

Private
(could be
made
public)

Optional

The user can decide whether her
moderation activity in the Forum shall be
listed on her public user page. However
that does not affect the fact that her name
will be published with every discussion she
has moderated.

Moderator
rank

Depends
on the
decision
of the
user
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Figure 10: My contributions

4.6 Communication system
The Observatory provides different ways how users could contact each other. Which of these are
available depends on the communication setting the user has configured in her profile. The
following options are available:
1. Contact the user as an expert via the contact form on the public user page. The user will be
redirected to the public user page when she clicks on the image of a user in one of the many
places where it is provided.
2. Ask for a partnership via the partnership initiative page in the Forum. Here again the user has
to click on the image of another user but will be redirected to a contact form with a predefined
“Partnership initiative request” subject.
3. Contact could also be established via a private message during a discussion in either an
innovation café or a dynamic coalition. Therefor there will be a link for every message to send
a private message to the user.
All of these are only available if the user has agreed to be contacted for that purpose. It is clear
that an abuse couldn’t be prevented that way but the number of undesirable contact requests
could be limited. However to offer the users better control over the persons who are able to
contact them there will be the option to block messages from certain users. This option will be
offered with every message received from another user.
Besides messages from other users there are messages from the administrators or the
Observatory system itself. Such messages comprise invitations to review new articles or to
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participate in a discussion or live event as an expert. The users could configure whether they want
to receive these messages on their profile page as well. This setting could only be overruled by
governors, administrators and partially by moderators.
All communication will take place via the communication system of the website. That means that
all messages will be forwarded within the communication system of the website. The personal
email addresses will only be used for administrative purposes or messages from the administrator
and for notifications if the user has specified them respectively.

4.7 Homepage
The homepage is the first thing a user sees when she approaches the Observatory. Based on the
level of experience and involvement with the Observatory the homepage must offer an equally
useful user experience to every type of user. Thus it is necessary that it provides an overview of all
the relevant information and functionality to the inexperienced user, easy access to the content
for the occasional user and customized information to the ever recurring community member.
In order to accomplish this multitude of requirements, the specification comprises a two-tier
approach. On the one hand, there will be a general homepage that will be presented to the new
as well as to the occasional user as both do not use the Observatory as a hub to acquire and
manage information but only to seek and retrieve valuable content. In contrast, the community
member visits the Observatory on a regular basis as it offers specific information that is tailored to
her custom needs. Thus the Observatory provides a customized homepage to its members that
allows for direct access to the sought after information.
Although these two types of homepages differ in many ways they both share the general design
scheme in order to make the switch from being an occasional user to a fully integrated
community member as seamless as possible.

4.7.1

General Homepage

The target audience of the general homepage are the new and occasional users. As new users are
normally not very eager to read a lot of text and do only have a very short attention span, it is
important to provide them with information highlights as well as teasing images in order to draw
them deeper into the site and to extend their attention. However, it is also necessary that the
occasional user is still finding her way to the content that she is looking for in a fast and efficient
way with as less clicks as possible. These requirements will be met by providing the following
elements on the general homepage:
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Figure 11: Homepage design sketch
1. Login form & Registration link: They will be small and placed in the upper right corner of the
logo section. That way they do not distract attention from the main content. If a user decides
to become a community member, it will be assumed that she will make use of the custom
homepage and thus does not need to login over and over again. For the occasional reader who
wants to become a member of the community, she will be redirected to the registration form
whenever she decides to use a functionality that needs registration or an extension of her
current registration level.
2. Search field + Advanced search link: These elements will remain at the exact same location
everywhere on the site. Thus it gives easy orientation for the occasional user how to get the
information she is looking for. It will be part of the assessment in WP 5 to find out whether the
search field should contain only a free text form or if there should be a minimal set of meta tag
selection boxes present as well.
3. Highlighted information categories: New users with no or less information on the subject
matter of the website but with an individual motivation why they enter a website do have
specific questions for which they seek quick and efficient answers in order to evaluate the
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usefulness of the website for their specific motivations. The audience that will be addressed by
the Observatory is a broad and heterogeneous spectrum of different stakeholder groups. The
following list represents common interest within these groups that will be addressed by one of
the highlighted information categories:
a. What is RRI? Users who came to the site with only a diffuse interest or motivation in regard
to issues related to responsibility want to make a quick evaluation whether the site is
relevant for them or not. Therefore there must be information that gives a quick overview
on what RRI is and under what circumstances they came to the right place.
b. Being successful with RRI? The following users will be attracted by this category: Users that
came to the site because they are looking for case studies and role models for their own RRI
projects and users who want to convince their superiors by showing them that other
organisations which are active in the same or similar domain have been very successful
with applying RRI. The link will redirect them to the search result page and will display a list
of successful case studies as well as a list of experts which are active in the RRI community.
If possible the respective search result overview will comprise different sorts of content.
They will be categorized in different groups. If that is not possible experts could be
presented as related information in the right hand column for each case study.
c. How to do RRI? Users who have already decided to conduct a project in a responsible way
but need information on the “how to” will be attracted by this category. The link will
redirect them to the search result page and will display an overview on the available
guidelines.
d. How to have your say: Users who want to discuss a certain topic that is related to RRI or
want to tell the community of a project or a company that acts in a particularly responsible
or irresponsible way will be attracted by this category. They will be redirected to the
innovation café page within the Forum part of the website. They will find an overview of
ongoing discussions and will have the chance to open up another innovation café and to
present their cause and opinion.
e. How to find a partner for an RRI project? Users who have already decided to conduct an
RRI project but are still looking for suitable partners with whom they want to work together
will follow this category. They will be redirected to the partnership initiative page of the
Forum part of the website. They will find an overview of all the users who are willing to be
contacted as potential partners and they will find the facility to make a call for participation
to the whole community.
f. How can I join the community? Users who have decided that they want to participate in
the community by either join a discussion, by providing content to the knowledge base or
by acting as an expert will be attracted by this link. It will redirect them to the registration
form.
4. Besides the highlighted links in the navigation section there should be a link first thing in the
information stream that says: “Have I come to the right place?” Or “Is this site of relevance to
me?”
5. Feedback link: The providers of the Observatory are eager to listen to their users. Therefor the
Observatory will provide a prominent feedback link for their users in order for them to tell
them their critics and suggestions for further functionalities and improvements.
6. A slideshow with intriguing images: Many users are not willing to read through lengthy
explanations in order to decide whether a site is relevant to them or not. However this sort of
users will be intrigued by images that address current or controversial topics for that the
Observatory provides information. Therefore these images provide links to the RRI package
pages which act as issue centered best practice showcases where people could get practical
examples on what is RRI and what sort of information will be provided by the Observatory on
how to conduct RRI in practice. If these images catch the attention of such users and if they are
willing to follow the respective link it is likely they become more open to reading the
subsequent information.
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7. An overview on the many people that are already taking part in the Observatory and RRI
community: People are always attracted by other people and even more if these people are in
itself well known or famous within a given community. Therefor the Observatory presents to
the audience the users with the biggest reputation and the ones that are most read.
8. Calls for opinion: The Observatory will be a platform for the RRI community that is more than
a static knowledge base. Instead it should become a place that is eliciting, collecting and
advertising opinions from all sorts of people regarding RRI relevant topics. That way the RRI
discourse should be opened beyond the limits of the usual discussants and should also reflect
the opinions of normally underrepresented stakeholder groups. Therefore the Observatory
publishes and promotes “Calls for opinion” on a regular basis. They will be promoted to the
top of the information stream in order to catch the attention of the user base. Users who want
to express their opinion will be redirected to the respective thread in the respective innovation
café.
9. Announcements of upcoming live events (part of the Forum): The Observatory will be a
platform where different stakeholder groups could discuss with each other. One of the
problems with such an approach that many fora on the internet face is that only persons that
are less prominent are participating in such places. In order to reach a broader audience, it is
however necessary to bring those prominent experts are speakers to the Observatory as well.
As these people won’t have the time to follow an ongoing discussion for weeks and months, it
is better to invite them and the interested audience on a specific date to come together and
discuss a certain issue. Users who want to participate in such a live event will be redirected to
the respective innovation café where the event will take place.
10.Overview of most read articles: New users who want to know more about the content that is
offered on the site are likely to be attracted by articles that are very popular among the
community. Offering those most read articles will provide the opportunity to read through an
article that is likely to give a practical impression on what RRI and the Observatory is all about.
11.Overview of current discussions: Providing an overview on current discussions will convey the
perception of the Observatory to be a place where current and relevant topics are discussed.
That way not only the discussions but the Observatory as a whole will be perceived as up-todate and highly relevant to the topic at hand.
12.Latest news of the RRI community via a twitter widget: The Observatory will provide latest
news from the community as a whole via their twitter stream. This information will also be
integrated in the overall Observatory information stream.

4.7.2

Custom homepage content

After a user has registered to the Observatory the custom homepage will be unlocked for her. The
major difference to the general homepage is that the user gets the option to customize the
information stream. That way the homepage remains relevant to the frequent user by providing
the most relevant information for the specific interest right away. The following elements new or
altered in comparison with the general homepage:
1. User reputation score: The user reputation score represents the activity of a user in the
Observatory RRI community. Whenever a user contributes to the Observatory she will be
rewarded with an increase in her reputation score. However, not all contributions increase
reputation in an equal way (see. chapter 4.3) The reputation score will also be displayed on the
user page that is available to the public (see 4.5)
2. Customization link: A link that redirects the user to the information customization form on the
user profile page where she could customize her information stream (see chapter 4.5.2)
3. Messages from other users: As a registered user, one could be contacted by other users either
as an expert, a potential RRI partner or as a discussant in an innovation café or dynamic
coalition. Depending on the settings in the information customization form, people who want
to contact a certain user will find respective communication options in different places. In the
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

content section, messages from other users will be displayed in a special message section that
is above the information stream.
Messages for experts (messages from the administrators): Besides messages from other
users, there are messages from the administrators or the Observatory system itself. Such
messages comprise invitations to review new articles or to participate in a discussion or live
event as an expert.
Messages related to the review of articles: During the review of an article, there will be a
couple of interaction between the reviewer and the contributor of the article. In order to
speed up the review process, related messages will be highlighted to the reviewer as well as to
the contributor.
New comments or activities regarding content the user owns: The user will be informed of
new contents or activities like the addition of new related content to the articles she has
provided to the Observatory. As the user should remain in charge of the content she has
provided, this information will have the highest priority in the information stream.
Customized topics: The information stream contains all the topics that have been specified by
the user in the customization form. They will be listed in the order of the amount of new
content that has not yet been visited since the user has created the topic list. If there is more
than one new contribution, the topic will be collapsed indicating only the number of new
contributions. The user will be able to get an overview by clicking on the arrow in front of the
topic name. With every entry in the information stream, there will be a “delete topic” as well
as an “edit symbol” that enables the user to go directly to the specification of the respect topic
and to edit it there. As it is assumed that there won’t be that many articles compared to new
contributions to discussions, new articles will have a higher priority in the stream.
Followed discussions: The discussions the user has participated in or that have been flagged
by the user to provide her with update information will be displayed in the information stream
by the name of their topic. After the name of the topic, a number will be displayed that
represents the amount of new contributions since the last time the user visited the discussion
thread. With every entry in the information stream, there will be a “delete symbol” that
enables the user to stop following that specific discussion.

4.8 Meta tags
As one core element of the Observatory is the knowledge base, it is most important that the users
are able to access, browse and search the content in a way that is perceived as easy to use as well
as useful in terms of their interests. For these reasons, it is necessary to add meta tags to all
articles in the Observatory. Although, it is impossible to foresee the potential interests a user
might have in regard to the knowledge base we tried to come up with a set of meta tags which
are both specific to each individual content and as equal as possible for all content types to
enable cross content type search.
Most of the meta tags will be implemented as a taxonomy with a defined set of terms. However,
it is necessary to address the problem of ontology evolution (Flouris 2006; Flouris et al. 2008; Noy
& Klein 2004). Thus, we will provide fields in the content type templates (see 4.9) where the
contributors will have the chance to suggest further meta tag terms in certain categories. Apart
from that, we will integrate measures to involve our users to control and revise the allocated
meta tags (see e.g.: Stojanovic et al. 2002).
The following overview presents the meta tag categories along with terms. As it is important to
use the meta tags in a consistent way independent of the contributor of an article, there will be a
question for each meta tag that should guide the contributor when filling in or selecting the
appropriate meta tag terms and a more detailed introductory or explanatory text where
necessary. In the following overview, these questions along with the associated meta tag terms
are summarized according to the three main content type categories: “Conceptual articles”, “Case
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studies” and “Guidelines”. If a certain meta tag is only applicable to a subset of content types,
they will be listed explicitly. If not, the tag is applicable to all content types.

4.8.1

General information on the article

4.8.1.1

Primary Document Content Types:

Introductory text: By selecting an appropriate content type for your article, you will make it easier
for users to find the right type of information for their search. Thus, you will find a brief
description on what the different content types are about. If you think your article belongs to two
or more categories, please select the one which is described in more detail.
Questions for all: What is the nature of your article? Please select one of the following content
types:
Table 7: Primary Document Content Types
Term list

Short description

Case studies

Case studies should provide first-hand experience of RRI in practice.
Therefore, they should provide an overview on the lessons learned
in regard to practical problems as well as regarding the expertise
that was gained during a specific project.

Technology assessment
and foresight

Technology assessment and foresight reports should comprise
analysis of current and emerging technologies regarding their
potential to raise RRI related issues and the impact they might have
on different stakeholder groups.

Approach to RRI

Documents that contain approaches to RRI should provide general
information on the necessary means to conduct RRI in practice.
Such documents do not include a procedural description.

Design guideline

Design guidelines should provide practical information on how to
conduct research and development in a responsible way? They
introduce a methodology, strategy or program that could be
followed in the conduct of an RRI program. A design guideline
comprises sort of step by step description of the procedures and at
best some practical examples.

Assessment guideline

Assessment guidelines introduce a methodology, strategy or
program that could be followed in order to assess whether a
research and innovation project has been conducted in a
responsible way. Such guidelines should provide concrete practical
tools as well as tangible results. They should comprise some step by
step description of the procedures and at best some practical
examples.

Code of Conduct

A Code of conduct comprises principles, values, standards, or rules
of behaviour outlining the practices of conducting RRI in general or
for specific stakeholder groups. In comparison with a guideline, a
code of conduct is something an organization is committing to
publically.

Governance arrangements
suitable for addressing RRI

Articles concerned with governance arrangements suitable for
addressing RRI provide information on the necessary circumstances
that need to be arranged in order to be able conduct an RRI
project. Such circumstances might either include organizational or
technical means.
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Term list

Short description

Training material

Information on training material should comprise programs or
courses that are able to teach stakeholders why it is important and
how to conduct responsible research and innovation. Such material
should be of great value especially to people who want to convince
other (e.g. in their company) to conduct research and innovation in
a responsible way.

Guide to funding sources
for RRI at different levels
(national, EU,
international)

Information on funding sources for RRI at different levels will be
provided. The reader should get an overview on the latest ongoing
calls along with information on how to apply and what to consider.

Media training for RRI
stakeholders

Media training documents introduce concepts and material that
should enable RRI stakeholders to present their RRI projects or
innovation in an appealing way. It should enable its user to
convince the media that an RRI project has been conducted in a
responsible way.

Guideline for review
processes

Guidelines for RRI related institutional or organisational review
processes should provide information to researchers and
innovators on how to pass such processes. They shall provide
practical instructions and information on what is necessary to do
along with information on experiences of other researchers on
what aspects one has to pay specific attention to.

Briefs

Briefs contain information on the desires, requirements and action
recommendations of one or several groups of stakeholders that
should be reconciled and accommodated by another group of
stakeholders.

Conceptual article on what
RRI is

“Conceptual article on what RRI is” explain the concept of RRI in
general. These articles should be suitable for users who haven’t
heard much of RRI.

Conceptual paper on
selected values or impacts

“Conceptual paper on selected values or impacts” addresses
certain RRI specific values and do explain the issues and
consequences related to them.

Glossary Entry

A Glossary article will elaborate the meaning of a specific term that
is relevant in RRI.

Implementation notes: Radio buttons. The user needs to select one option. The order of the
content types is based on the assumed most sought after content types.

4.8.1.2

Author:

Questions: What is the name of the author of the primary document? You can either add one or
multiple persons or an institution.
Term list: Will be inserted by the user.
Implementation notes: The contributor must choose whether the author is an organization or an
individual person. Based on that decision, she has to opt for a different form. If it is an
organization she just needs to fill in that name. If it is an individual, she needs to fill in the title,
first name, surname of that person. In both cases, she will be provided with an auto fill text box
that will suggest authors to the contributor in order to avoid name duplicates.
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4.8.1.3

Year:

Introductory text: The Year of the publication of the primary document.
Questions: In what year has the content been published?
Term list: Will be inserted by the user.
Implementation notes: -

4.8.1.4

Necessary level of experience

Introductory text/ Question: Please specify the minimal level of experience and knowledge a user
should have in order to understand the article.
Term list:
• The user must not have any prior knowledge or experience with RRI. It is an introductory
article.
• The user should be an interested lay and have some prior knowledge on RRI. The article
elaborates on basic knowledge without requiring a continuous pursuit of the respective issue.
• The user should have substantial prior knowledge. The article is for advanced scholars and
experts. The article is a traditional scientific article.
Implementation remarks: Radio buttons. The user needs to select one option. If none is selected
the article is by default an expert article.

4.8.2

Contributor information

4.8.2.1

Name of contributor:

Introductory text: The name of the contributor of the index card.
Implementation remarks: The user name of the contributor will be filled in automatically based
on the information on the user page

4.8.2.2

Term list:

Status of contributor:

• Politician
• Representative of a NGO /NPO
• Citizen

• Researcher
• Industry representative
• Other: [Specify]

Implementation remarks: Will be filled in automatically based on the information on the user
page.

4.8.3

RRI specific information

4.8.3.1

Ethical Responsibility Issues raised:

Introductory text: Please select the specific RRI related values which are at stake. If none of the
pre-listed values fit with the ones addressed in your article you are free to fill in further values in
the “other” field where you will find an autocomplete form that will suggest further values.
Questions for guidelines: Which values are addressed by the guideline?
Questions for case studies: Which values are addressed in the case study?
Questions for conceptual paper: Which values are addressed in the conceptual paper?
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Term list:
•
•
•
•

Equality
Freedom of speech
Privacy
Health

•
•
•
•

Security
Education
Environmental protection
Wealth

Implementation notes: Multiple choice list with an extra field to suggest further terms. Those
terms will be taken from the following sources:
http://www.targetinternet.com/establishing-your-brands-social-media-voice/
http://www.barriedavenport.com/list-of-400-values/

4.8.4

Information related to the specific domain of the article

4.8.4.1

Issue Domain:

Questions for case studies: Please select in which technological field or industry the case study
has taken place and for which other technological fields it might be relevant as well?
Questions for guidelines: Please select in which technological fields or industry the guideline has
been applied/ tested or you consider it to be suitable for application in?
Term list:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Health
Agriculture
Biotechnology
ICT
Energy
Environment
Transport
Socio-economic/Humanities
Space
Security
General Activities
Joint Technology initiatives
Agriculture
Extractive Industries
Financial Services
Education
Construction
Real Estate
Social Services
Finance and Insurance
Manufacturing
Ware housing and storage
Communication and Culture

Implementation notes: A multiple selection list will be provided
For case studies the headlines would be “Has taken place in” and “Also of interest for”
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4.8.4.2

Region or country(ies) affected:

Introductory text: The meta tag will help to specify whether an article is only valid for a certain
region or country.
Questions for guideline: Is the article specifically suitable for a certain country or geographical
space?
Applicable to: All but conceptual papers
Term list:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EU-member states
International
Rural areas
Urban areas
Industrialised countries
Industrialising countries
Specific country

Implementation notes: The specific country list should come up with a list of all countries where
the user could always add more countries.

4.8.4.3

Useful for:

Introductory text: This category comprises all stakeholders which are affected by a certain
research, technology or innovation and those who have had responsibility in the process of
research, development, approval or marketing
Questions for all: If you think of the readers of your article, would it be more interesting to them
if they are interested in a specific industrial sector? Please select “no” or at least one industry
sector.
Questions for case studies and guideline: For which of the following stakeholder groups is the
guideline of interest?
Term list:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Industry/Business (persons)
Research/Academic (persons)
Policy Makers (persons)
Civil Society (persons)
Media (persons)
Scientific Projects
National Governments
Regional Governance
International Governmental Organisations
Local population
Future people
Industry/Business (persons)
Research/Academic (persons)
Policy Makers (persons)
Other:

Implementation notes: Multiple choice list with an extra field to suggest further terms
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4.8.4.4

Stage of implementation:

Introductory text: The Stage of implementation meta tag should be used to specify in which stage
the research or innovation process in the article provided is.
Questions for guidelines: For which stage of the technological implementation process is the
guideline suitable?
Questions for case studies: Which stage of the technological implementation process has been
addressed by the case study?
Applicable to: All but conceptual papers.
Term list:
•
•
•
•
•

Basic research: Theoretical and principal scientific laws will be searched for
Applied research: A proof of concept or demonstrator will be developed
Product Development: A prototype will be developed
Production: Marketing for the product is taking place
Incremental innovation: The product is enhanced incrementally

Implementation notes: Multiple choice list.

4.8.4.5

Type of Organisation:

Introductory text: Specifies which organisation was involved in a case study.
Questions for case studies: Which organisations described in the case study have had
responsibility in the process of research, development, approval or marketing?
Applicable to: Case studies.
Term list
• Business associations
• Civil society organizations (NGO)
• Consultants
• Forums
• Government
• Large Business
• Multi-national corporations
• Organizations in research and development
• Philanthropy
• SME
• Think tanks
• Universities
Implementation notes: Multiple selection list

4.8.4.6

Assessment:

Questions for case studies: Please assess the outcome of your case study
Applicable to: Case studies.
Term list
• Exemplar of Good Practice
• Example of bad practice
• Neutral
• Not assessed
• Incomplete
Implementation notes: Radio button – The user has to choose one option.
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4.8.4.7

Describes use of the guideline x

Introductory text: Specifies if one of the guidelines which are already in the database is used in
the case study.
Questions for case study: Please check whether one of the following guidelines have been used in
your case study?
Applicable to: Case studies
Term list: Will be generated based on the guidelines already in the knowledge base.
Implementation notes: Such a meta tag is rather complicated to implement in a usable way as it
would imply to have at least a significant amount of guidelines already in the data base from
which a contributor could choose. As this is understandably not possible during the initial
diffusion phase of the Observatory this meta tag must be postponed until a significant amount of
guidelines is available.

4.8.4.8

Case study suggests failure to use guideline z was a problem.

Questions for case study: If you have used any sort of guideline, tool or standardized method to
conduct your RRI project or innovation and if that use suggests failure then please check whether
that guideline is already mentioned in our knowledge base. Thereafter we would kindly like to ask
you to select that guideline.
Term list: Will be generated based on the guidelines already in the knowledge base.
Applicable to: Case studies.
Implementation notes: Such a meta tag is rather complicated to implement in a usable way as it
would imply to have at least a significant amount of guidelines already in the data base from
which a contributor could choose. As this is understandably not possible during the initial
diffusion phase of the Observatory this meta tag must be postponed until a significant amount of
guidelines is available.

4.8.4.9

Use of this guideline has been described in case study y

Questions for Guidelines: Please check our case studies knowledge base whether you are aware
of a case already available in our knowledge base that has used the guideline specified in this
article.
Term list: Will be generated based on the guidelines already in the knowledge base.
Applicable to: Guidelines.
Implementation notes: Such a meta tag is rather complicated to implement in a usable way as it
would imply to have at least a significant amount of case studies already in the data base from
which a contributor could choose. As this is understandably not possible during the initial
diffusion phase of the Observatory this meta tag must be postponed until a significant amount of
case studies is available.

4.8.4.10 Near synonyms

Introductory text: The near synonyms meta tag should be used to specify terms in the article
which are similar to RRI terms and vice versa. That way it will be easier to provide content to the
readers which is closely related to their interest but undiscoverable as it is written in vocabulary
of a different school of thought.
Questions: Are there any key terms in your article which are similar to terms in other schools of
thought / approaches?
Applicable to: Conceptual papers.
Term list: Will be inserted by the user.
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Implementation notes: There need to be two text fields where the user could fill in the RRI term
in the first and the document used in the provided document in the second.

4.8.4.11 Scheme / program

Questions: What is the name of the scheme /program?
Applicable to: Funding sources.
Term list: Will be inserted by the user.
Implementation notes: Text Field.

4.8.4.12 Opportunity status

Questions: Please specify the opportunity status of the call
Applicable to: Conceptual papers.
Term list:
• Open
• Closed
Implementation notes: Radio Button.

4.8.4.13 Nature of the scheme / program

Questions: Please specify the nature of the scheme / program.
Applicable to: Funding sources.
Term list:
• research grants
• demonstration grants
• project grants
• private foundations
• corporate foundations
• community foundations
• voluntary agencies
• community groups
• Other grants
Implementation notes: Radio Button.

4.8.4.14 Eligibility

Questions: Who is eligible to participate in a proposal?
Applicable to: Funding sources.
Term list:
• Academia
• Combination of the above
• Government
• Other
• Research Institution
• SMEs/Industry
Implementation notes: Multiple choice.

4.8.4.15 Budget

Questions: Please specify the overall budget of the program.
Applicable to: Funding sources.
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Term list: Will be inserted by the user.
Implementation notes: Text Field.

4.9 Content contribution templates
As primary documents differ very much in terms of their content it is impossible to provide one
data model that fits all sorts of primary documents. Therefore a typology of the different content
types will be presented that comprise the respective meta tags associated with each of them
along with further information requirements that need to be filled in when a user provides a new
article to the Observatory knowledge base. Based on this information the Observatory categorizes
the primary documents and generates an index card as well as a search result entry.
Each content type will be acquired by a content contribution template in which the order of data
gathering as well as the actual form how new articles are added to the database is specified. In
terms of design there will be several pages that come one after another with each comprising one
specific topic that will be addressed. There will be two general sections:
In the first section Meta tags and additional information will be gathered. Within that group the
following pages will be displayed:
1. Introductory page: That page will contain the following introductory text:
“Welcome to the content contribution form. Thank you for providing new content to the
Observatory. On the following pages you will be guided through the contribution process. In
this process you will be asked to provide information to create an index card for the document
you
want
to
contribute.
During that process you will be asked to either upload the actual document or to provide a
deep link to the respective document. For legal reasons if you decide to upload the content to
the RRI Observatory you need to possess the rights on the document. If you decide to provide
a deep link you also need to possess the right to provide a deep link to that document on any
other organizations website.
EXPLANATION: A deep link is a link that redirects the user directly to the document without
searching and browsing the hosting website. Some organizations consider deep links to be
a violation of their intellectual property.
The primary document could be anything like a PDF, mp4, mp3, etc. type of document or an
URL where the actual document or multiple documents are already hosted.
By filling in the template you help us to categorize your article and to help other users to find
what they are looking for more easily. All registered members will be able to comment on your
article and the primary documents that come along with it.”
2. The user has to tick a check box where she confirms that she has the rights to link to the
primary document and that she has the right to deep link in case she does not want to upload
but to only link the content.
3. Apart from that there will be a “proceed” as well as a “Abort” button available.”
For all meta tags there will be a specific question that the contributor should answer as well as an
introductory or explanatory text to explain the meaning of the respective meta tag. Respective
questions for the additional information could be found in chapter 4.9.4
The following table comprises the relation between the data specified in this section and the
respective content types. For each relation the obligation status is defined and indicated whether
it is a meta tag (MT). The data is categorized in the order of their appearance on consecutive
pages of the template. The bold lines in the table indicate a page break:
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Contributor
information
RRI specific
information
Meta tags
related to
the specific
domain of
the article

General
information
on the
article

Content Type (MT)
Title
Author (MT)
Year (MT)
Level of experience (MT)
primary source
unfilled meta tags?
Name of contributor (MT)
Status of contributor (MT)
RRI issues (MT)
RRI challenges
Issue Domain (MT)
Region or country (MT)
Useful for (MT)
Stage of implementation (MT)
Type of Organization (MT)
Assessment (MT)
Describes use of the guideline x (MT)
Failure to use guideline z (MT)
Guideline in case study y (MT)
Near synonyms (MT)
Scheme / program (MT)
Opportunity status (MT)
Nature of the scheme / program (MT)
Eligibility (MT)
Budget (MT)

m = mandatory
o = optional
x = not available

Case studies
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
o
m
o
m
o
o
o
o
o
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Technology assessment
and foresight
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
o
m
o
m
o
o
o
o
o
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Approach to RRI
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
o
m
o
m
o
x
x
x
x
o
x
x
x
x
x
x

Design guideline
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
o
m
o
m
o
x
x
x
x
o
x
x
x
x
x
x

Assessment guideline
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
o
m
o
m
o
x
x
x
x
o
x
x
x
x
x
x

Code of Conduct
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
o
m
o
m
o
x
x
x
x
o
x
x
x
x
x
x

Governance
arrangements
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
o
m
o
m
o
x
x
x
x
o
x
x
x
x
x
x

Training material
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
o
m
o
m
o
x
x
x
x
o
x
x
x
x
x
x

Guide to funding
sources for RRI
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
o
m
o
m
x
x
x
x
x
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Media training for RRI
stakeholders
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
o
m
o
m
o
x
x
x
x
o
x
x
x
x
x
x

Guideline for review
processes
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
o
m
o
m
o
x
x
x
x
o
x
x
x
x
x
x

Briefs
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
o
m
o
m
o
x
x
x
x
o
x
x
x
x
x
x

Conceptual problems
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
o
o
x
x
m
x
x
x
x
x
x
o
x
x
x
x
x

Conceptual paper on
values or impacts
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
o
m
o
m
x
x
x
x
x
x
o
x
x
x
x
x

Glossary Entry
m
m
m
m
m
x
m
m
m
m
o
x
x
m
x
x
x
x
x
x
o
x
x
x
x
x

Table 8: Data and obligation status
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In the second section a continuous text that should provide some more qualitative input on the
problems and contexts that led to the primary content as well as on the actions and tools that will
be provided or described in the primary source. The contributor of an article will be asked to
provide a continuous text that is no longer than 400 words (3000 characters). The text should be
structured in two chapters: “Problems & Context” and “Actions & Tools”. As it is assumed that the
contributor is an expert in the issue it is up to her to decide how to distribute the text between
the two chapters. In order to grant as much freedom to the contributor as possible there will be
only a few questions for each of the two chapters which will be provided not as a guideline to
structure the text but as a suggestion what sort of information could be provided.
The following text will be displayed in order to introduce the “Background & Context” section:
“Please fill in some details regarding the background of the article as well as the context in
which it has been developed. The following questions are meant as a suggestion on what sort
of information might be suitable. However as you are the contributor you have the best insight
on what might be the best information in regard to the background and context of the article”
The following text will be displayed in order to introduce the “Actions & Tools” section:
”Please fill in some details regarding the actions and measures described in the article. The
following questions are meant as a suggestion on what sort of information might be suitable.
However as you are the contributor you have the best insight on what might be the best
information in regard to the actions and measures in the article:
Hereafter for each content type the introductory text as well as the questions raised to guide the
filling of the abstract information will be presented. The content types have been categorized in
three distinct groups:
•
•
•

4.9.1

RRI reports: which include Case studies of past projects and innovations and Foresight
studies of future research and innovation projects
RRI guidelines: which include many different types of methodologies to address different
aspects of addressing RRI
RRI conceptual articles: which include general introduction text about what RRI is, articles
on more specific issues and a glossary to get more in detail information on the RRI
terminology

RRI reports

RRI reports are concerned with RRI related issues and impacts that have either occurred in recent
research or innovation projects (case studies) or which are likely to occur with current or
emerging technologies in the future (Technology assessment & Foresight). Such reports should
provide an outlook for other researchers or developers what sort of problems they might be
confronted with when they utilize or apply a certain technology or conduct a certain research.

4.9.1.1

Case studies

Introductory text: Case studies should provide first-hand experience of RRI in practice. Therefore
they should provide an overview on the lessons learned in regard to practical problems as well as
regarding the expertise that was gained during a specific project.
Questions for abstract information:
Problems & Context
• What was the problem that was addressed?
• What was the situation before a research and innovation program was initiated?
• Why and in how far where responsibility issues, social or societal aspects at stake?
• What were the circumstances which led to someone to try to do something?
• What were the responsibility aspects addressed?
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Actions & Tools
• What was done to resolve the responsibility issues?
• What technical and/or social innovations have been initiated?
• How were measures to increase responsibility integrated into the overall research and
innovation project?
Further remarks: As there is another task (2.3) in work package 2 of the DOW that is also called
“Case studies” it is important to clarify the difference between these. The case studies that will be
provided by task 2.3 are primary documents in terms of the knowledge base structure of the
Observatory while this template specifies the search result entry as well as the index card. From
the index card a link to the primary document will be provided.
Within the DOW it is mentioned that the Observatory will address “experiences conveyed by
researchers and involved stakeholders”. As such experiences will always be related to a concrete
project we will subsume this requirement under the content type “case studies”

4.9.1.2

Technology assessment and foresight reports

Introductory text: Technology assessment and foresight reports should comprise analysis of
current and emerging technologies regarding their potential to raise RRI related issues and the
impact they might have on different stakeholder groups.
Questions for abstract information:
Problems & Context
• What is the societal or organizational situation the new technology enters
• What are the promises of the new technology?
• Why and in how far are or will responsibility issues, social or societal aspects be at stake?
Actions & Tools
• What sort of technical or social innovations will be accompanied with the new technology
• What sorts of research or measures are necessary to address the RRI issues?

4.9.2

Guidelines

Guidelines comprise all sorts of documents that are concerned with methodologies, strategies,
programs or tools that are applicable to various RRI challenges. They should comprise detailed
information as well as practical examples on how to address these challenges with the respective
measures

4.9.2.1

Approach to RRI

Introductory text: Documents that contain approaches to RRI should provide general information
on the necessary means to conduct RRI in practice. Such documents do not include a procedural
description
Questions for abstract information:
Problems & Context
• What was the situation before the approach was developed?
• For what purpose has the approach been developed?
• For what kind of research or innovation context was the approach developed?
• Why and in how far where responsibility issues, social or societal aspects considered?
• What were the lessons learned?
• What do researchers & developers say of the approach?
• What do practitioners say of the approach? Why do they love it?
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Actions & Tools
• What are the results or impacts that could be achieved with the approach?
• What sort of measures or tools does it provide?
• Which and how have responsibility aspects been addressed?
• What is innovative in this approach?

4.9.2.2

Design guideline

Introductory text: Design guidelines should provide practical information on how to conduct
research and development in a responsible way? They introduce a methodology, strategy or
program that could be followed in the conduct of an RRI program. A design guideline comprises
sort of step by step description of the procedures and at best some practical examples
Questions for abstract information:
Problems & Context
• What is the purpose of the design guideline?
• What is the field of application of the design guideline?
• What is the technology envisaged? What type software is envisaged?
• Why are RRI issues important in this case
• What are the most challenging issues requiring a novel RRI approach? And why?
• What is missing in the past design that needs a redefinition taking RRI into account?
• How can we expect that society benefits from taking RRI issues into account in this design
guideline?
Actions & Tools
• What was done to resolve the responsibility issues?
• What innovations have been implemented in a responsible way?
• What are the specific design choices that have been considered to support RRI?
• Which difficulties will be addressed and solved with the guideline?

4.9.2.3

Assessment guideline

Introductory text: Assessment guidelines introduce a methodology, strategy or program that
could be followed in order to assess whether a research and innovation project has been
conducted in a responsible way. Such guidelines should provide concrete practical tools as well as
tangible results. They should comprises some step by step description of the procedures and at
best some practical examples
Questions for abstract information:
Problems & Context
• What was the situation before the assessment guideline was developed?
• For what purpose has the assessment guideline been developed?
• For what kind of research or innovation context was the assessment guideline developed?
• Why and in how far where responsibility issues, social or societal aspects considered?
• What were the lessons learned?
• What do researchers & developers say of the assessment guideline?
• What do practitioners say of the assessment guideline? Why do they love it?
Actions & Tools
• What are the results or impacts that could be achieved with the assessment guideline?
• What sort of measures or tools does it provide?
• Which and how have responsibility aspects been addressed?
• What is innovative in this assessment guideline?
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4.9.2.4

Code of Conduct

Introductory text: A Code of conduct comprises principles, values, standards, or rules of
behaviour outlining the practices of conducting RRI in general or for specific stakeholder groups.
Questions for abstract information:
Problems & Context
• What is the purpose of the Code of Conduct?
• Why was the Code of Conduct developed?
• For what sort of applications in which fields is the Code of Conduct suitable?
• How can we expect that the society benefits from applying this Code of Conduct?
Actions & Tools
• How are RRI issues taken into account?
• Are there any measures in the Code of Conduct that guarantee accountability?
• How does the Code of Conduct generate obligation?

4.9.2.5

Governance arrangements

Introductory text: Articles concerned with governance arrangements suitable for addressing RRI
provide information on the necessary circumstances that need to be arranged in order to be able
conduct an RRI project. Such circumstances might either include organizational or technical
means.
Questions for abstract information:
Problems & Context
• What obstacles have been in place to implement governance rules that made the use or
development of the governance arrangement necessary?
• Are there any preconditions that need to be accomplished in order for the governance
arrangements to be implemented?
• For which kind of governance rules are the governance arrangements suitable?
• In how far have RRI issues been addressed in the governance arrangement?
• Which problems emerged during the implementation?
Actions & Tools
• Which are the technical means that are provided by the governance arrangement?
• Which are the organizational means that are provided by the governance arrangement?
• What actions need to be taken in order to utilize the governance arrangement?

4.9.2.6

Training material

Introductory text: Information on training material should comprise programs or courses that are
able to teach stakeholders why it is important and how to conduct responsible research and
innovation. Such material should be of great value especially to people who want to convince
other (e.g. in their company) to conduct research and innovation in a responsible way.
Questions for abstract information:
Problems & Context
• Why there is the need of this training on RRI topics?
• What was the situation before this training program was initiated?
• What is the main area addressed by this training program?
• Who is this training intended for?
• Why people should follow this training program (expected outcomes/impact in the
society)?
• What responsibility aspects are learned by means of this training program?
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Actions & Tools
• How was this program brought to people?
• What are the intended learning methods?
• What is the impact in terms of RRI in the society we expect for people having attended
this course?
• What is the expected outcome of the training program?

4.9.2.7

Guide to funding sources for RRI at different levels (national, EU,
international)

Introductory text: Information on funding sources for RRI at different levels will be provided. The
reader should get an overview on the latest ongoing calls along with information on how to apply
and what to consider.
Questions for abstract information:
Problems & Context
• What is the specific mission and institutional objective of the funding source?
• Who are the stakeholders of the funding source/institution?
• What types of research, Innovation or development activities are usually eligible through
this funding source?
• Are there any specific eligibility criteria that should be mentioned?
• What type of financial support can be obtained? (Grants/loans/service
contracts/counselling)
• Who else can be involved
• What is the participation/success rate?
Actions & Tools
• What is the overall policy objective of the institution and for what use?
• How does the funding process evolve (preliminary planning and research, proposal
development, and proposal follow-up?
• Is there any kind of insurance or credibility certification used?
• How does the payment plan evolve?
• Is there a need to comply with an international standard for ethics?
• What are the financial rules and financial audit policies and where can they be found?

4.9.2.8

Media training for RRI stakeholders

Introductory text: Media training documents introduce concepts and material that should enable
RRI stakeholders to present their RRI projects or innovation in an appealing way. It should enable
its user to convince the media that an RRI project has been conducted in a responsible way.
Questions for abstract information:
Problems & Context
• Why there is the need of this course on RRI topics?
• What was the situation before this training program was initiated?
• What is the main area addressed by this training program?
• For which people is thought this course?
• Why people should follow this training program (expected outcomes/impact in the
society)?
• What responsibility aspects are learned by means of this training program?
Actions & Tools
• How was this program brought to people?
• What are the envisaged learning methods?
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•
•

4.9.2.9

What is the impact in terms of RRI in the society we expect for people having attended
this course?
What is the expected outcome of the training program?

Guideline for review processes

Introductory text: Guidelines for RRI related institutional or organisational review processes
should provide information to researchers and innovators on how to pass such processes. They
shall provide practical instructions and information on what is necessary to do along with
information on experiences of other researchers on what aspects one has to pay specific
attention to.
Questions for abstract information:
Problems & Context
• For what sort of funding scheme/organisational process is the review process designated?
• What is the purpose of the review process? (e.g. ensuring protection of children, ensuring
protection of research subjects, ensuring money isn’t wasted)
• Why and in how far are responsibility issues, social or societal aspects considered?
• What are typical problems people have in passing the review process?
Actions & Tools
• To what extend does the guideline help with the review processes?
• In how far does the guideline address all the typical problems stated above?
• How does the guideline provide help in case it turns out a proposal will not pass?
• What do the scientists / developers say of the guideline for review process?
• What do the practitioners say of the guideline for review process? Why do they love it?

4.9.2.10 Briefs

Introductory text: Briefs contain information on the desires, requirements and action
recommendations of one or several groups of stakeholders that should be reconciled and
accommodated by another group of stakeholders.
Questions for abstract information:
Problems & Context
• Why did the stakeholders consider it necessary to issue a brief?
• What were the problems / RRI issues addressed?
• Did the stakeholders mange to get heard by the addressees of the brief?
• How did the addressees respond to the brief?
• What was the impact of the brief?
Actions & Tools
• How did the stakeholders manage to agree on certain desires, requirements and action
recommendations?
• How did the stakeholders bring the brief to the addressees’ attention?
• Did the stakeholders have any spokesperson and what was their role?

4.9.3

Conceptual articles

Conceptual papers should inform the reader about the core ideas as well as the most central
terms used in RRI and related topics. Apart from that articles will be provided regarding the values
and impacts which are related to research and innovation processes. The content provided has
the purpose to enlighten readers no matter whether they are scientists, politicians, industry
representatives or from the public.
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4.9.3.1

Conceptual article on what RRI is

Introductory text: “Conceptual article on what RRI is” explain the concept of RRI in general. These
articles should be suitable for users who haven’t heard much of RRI
Questions for abstract information:
Problems & Context
• What is the importance of researching and innovating responsibly?
• What is the importance of researching and innovating responsibly towards society and
economy?
Actions & Tools
• How does RRI ensure the quality and encourage of the research and Innovation?
• Under which other established phrases can RRI be found?
• What are the values and impacts attached to RRI?

4.9.3.2

Conceptual paper on selected values or impacts

Introductory text: “Conceptual paper on selected values or impacts” addresses certain RRI
specific values and do explain the issues and consequences related to them.
Questions for abstract information:
Problems & Context
• What is the importance of researching and innovating responsibly?
• Do values restrict the Research and Innovation process
• Does the fear of some impacts restrict the Research and Innovation process
• Why should values be selected and how could they be evaluated?
• How can impacts be anticipated and evaluated?
Actions & Tools
• How do we make selected values prominent in the RRI concept?
• How do we ensure that the selected values play a bigger role in RRI?
• How could positive impacts be ensured and elaborated?
• How could negative impacts be minimized?

4.9.3.3

Glossary Entry

Introductory text: A Glossary article will elaborate the meaning of a specific term that is relevant
in RRI.
Questions for abstract information:
As a glossary entry will be a relative short primary article it is not expedient that there will be an
index card and thus no template necessary.

4.9.4

Additional information

Besides the content type specific information stated above the following general information will
be requested from the contributor:
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Table 9: Additional information
Further
information
Title

Implementation notes

A text field for the title of the primary document.
Questions for the contributor:
What is the title of the document you want to contribute to the knowledge
base?
URL to Primary Multiple selections must be possible as well as URLs to all sorts of media
documents
Apart from that a checkbox must be provided to the user to declare
whether the observatory is allowed to mirror the content or not. Based on
this decision a link to an optional mirror of the document on the
Observatory server is necessary (mirroring should be limited to specific
types of documents like: PDFs, Movies (up to a maximum size of 1GB,
discussion protocols, etc.).
Questions for the contributor:
Please provide a link to the primary document(s).
Explanatory text:
Just copy & paste the URL in the field below. The link could either be a
document, website or any other media that is available over the internet.
RRI Seal
The user needs to specify whether the primary documents have received
the RRI seal. If she checks the box she will be prompted to upload the
discussion dossier
Discussion
If the primary document has received the RRI seal and the user wants to
dossier
display it, she needs to upload the respective discussion dossier
Unfilled
tags?

meta Multiple choice radio boxes
Explanatory text:
If you are not able to fill in all meta tags. What should Observatory
moderators be allowed to do:
- Nothing should be changed
- Moderatos are allowed to fill in missing information. My approval is
needed.
- Moderatos are allowed to fill in missing information.
RRI questions
A free text form will be provided to the user along with an “Add another
question” button that generates another free text form.
Question for the contributor:
Please fill in general RRI related questions that are of importance in the
article you are contributing.
Explanatory text:
The questions you fill in here will be used to provoke reflexive thinking in
the Forum on discussions which are related to similar issues like your
article. Therefore it is necessary that all questions are general enough to
apply to discussions which are not aware of your article. Questions should
not exceed 150 characters. The following examples will be provided for a
better understanding of the kind of questions we are looking for:
• How to involve stakeholders
• How to overcome legal issues
• How to integrate responsibility enhancing technologies
• How to develop responsibility enhancing technologies
• How to make a case for RRI in technology development
• How to investigate a technology implementation
• How to investigate public attitudes
• How to investigate staff attitudes
• How to investigate government support
Captcha
A captcha will be implemented on the review page. That captcha needs to
(inactive)
be passed before a submission is possible. However this feature will
remain inactive until we could estimate whether there will be security
problems on the Observatory.
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4.9.5

Review page

Before the actual submission of a new document there will be an overview of all the information
filled in. That way the contributor will be able to review her data. The user should be able to click
on each data to change it.

4.9.6

Implementation notes

The following list comprises a number of further implementation notes that need to be
considered but do not apply to any specific page:
• There are many questions that create dependencies in later stages of the template. Therefore
it is necessary to have all data accessible during the actual fill in process.
• There should be a status bar showing the percentage of the number of pages filled with
respect to the total.
• All term lists should be presented in alphabetical order.

4.10 External content contribution template
All registered users should be able to provide further articles or discussions which they consider
to be related to a primary document and its respective index card. Therefore on every index card
there will be a link that redirects the user to the “external content contribution template” where
they are asked to fill in the following information:
Table 10: External content contribution template data
Data

Form

Title

Text field

Type of document

Radio button (Document, Discussion)

primary source URL

Text field

Name of contributor

Automatically filled in

Status of contributor

Automatically filled in

The external content provided will be displayed in an extra field in the right hand “contextual
content” column. Therefore the title of the document will be displayed as a link to the respective
URL. At the bottom of the box there will be a link that says “report an inappropriate link”. Every
registered user is able to use that link to inform the moderators and administrators that the
respective index card needs to be checked.

4.11 Search Function
One of the most important tasks when setting up a website using a content management system
such as Drupal 2 is establishing a proper navigation and information architecture. By organizing
and laying out the website adequately, users may efficiently find the content they search for.
Ideally, this process will happen in an early design phase. Hence, while constructing the
Observatory a lot of thought went into:
1- Defining the content types users should be able to find taking into consideration that
there could be several classes of users with different needs.
2- Then figuring out the best way or ways for them to find it.
2

Drupal is a content management system chosen to implement the Observatory platform.
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The main component for fulfilling the task of finding the content is the search function. The user
may type or choose terms, and as a result for his search, the user will be presented with a list of
content related to those terms. The search function that is intended to be deployed in the
Responsibility Observatory will consist of two complementary components: Free Text Search and
Filter Views.

4.11.1

Text Search

The text search that will be implemented in the Observatory enables the user to search for any
term relevant to him whereas this term can be located in the content of a field which is a part of
the defined content types (title, body, Meta tags, etc…). All fields will be indexed by the system.
The text search requires a text field with a default label that says “Fill in one or multiple search
terms”. It is followed by a button with a magnifying glass icon that represents the search function
(Figure 12). The search field will be located on any page of the Observatory within the function
section.

Figure 12: Text search
The text search can be either a simple search or an advanced search. The simple search allows
searches of the database by one or more keywords. The search matches keyword(s) in all fields of
the content type. Figure 13 shows the steps to configure the Core Search in Drupal.

Configure
search
settings

Configure
Cron
settings

Indexing

Search
module

Figure 13: Core Search Drupal
The advanced search offers more options to narrow down the search:
•
•

Boolean search – using logical terms like “AND”, “OR” and “NOT”.
Limiting the content by specifying the fields that should be searched.

One of the mostly used advanced search module in Drupal is Custom Search3 which will be used
in the Observatory.
The modern text search is also coupled with a ranking algorithm that sorts the search result on
hand of defined weights for certain components and Meta tags in the results such as number of
comments or keyword relevance. The weight of these factors determines the order of the items in
the search results. By default, all factors have the same relevance; the weight of each is set to
zero (see Figure 14).

3

https://drupal.org/project/custom_search
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Figure 14: Content ranking while searching
For our Observatory, we propose to increase the weight of the factors keyword relevance and
recently posted to 10. In this way the user will be able to get the recent content which mostly fits
his search on the top of the result list.

4.11.2

Search page overview

The results of the search query will be displayed on the search result overview page. Initially the
results are not filtered but represent the plain list of results in the order of the content ranking
algorithm. For each search result the following information will be provided:
1. Title (represented by a link to the respective index card)
2. Content Type
3. Authors (each represented by a link to another search result page which lists all article of
the respective author in the database)
4. Core meta tag overview. All meta tags are represented by a link to another search result
page which lists all articles with the respective meta tag. Meta tags from the following
categories are listed:
a. Issue domain
b. Ethical Issues
5. A link to the index card
6. A link to the primary document
All results listed are provided in ascending order in the content section of the website. Figure 15
gives an overview on the design of the search result page:
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Figure 15: Search page

4.11.3

Filter Views

Based on the plain search result overview the user is able to perform further filter operations in
order to refine her search results. Therefore a filter view will be created. A View is any page in a
site where content of a certain content type is listed according to a certain sorting configuration.
Filters are then used to reduce the result set of a view to a manageable amount of data. They are
an important part of the modern search function. The filtering system is a compromise between
flexibility and ease of use.
The filtering Views will be achieved by setting up one or more fields with check boxes for the
different meta tag categories. These will be displayed in the navigation section of the search
result page. Each field is fed with a specific set of Meta tags (see chapter 4.8) that is collected
from the content listed currently in the View. The user can then choose one or more elements of
the listed Meta tag set and the view will filter itself after the user has either pressed on the “Limit
to” or the “Exclude” filter button (see figure 15). We will be using the button solution for our
Drupal implementation, since a user has the option of changing more the one filter and then see
the result after pressing on the button.
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The following modules are needed for the implementation of the filter views in Drupal:
-

Views 4
CTools 5

In order to set up these filter view the following three steps should be followed:
1st Step: Define Taxonomy category and content. That has already be done by the specification of
meta tags in chapter 4.8
Based on the meta tag taxonomy the filter function will enable the users to filter their search
results based on all of these meta tag categories. However as some of these meta tags are
mandatory to every primary document they are also more likely to produce a significant subset of
the initial search query. Therefore these meta tags are directly accessible in the left hand column.
The following meta tags will be provided there:
a. Issue domain
b. Useful for
c. Ethical Issues
2nd Step: Add if necessary, a new tag field to the content type. It is important that the field type is
term reference as shown is Figure 16 and Figure 17. The suitable widget we choose to represent
this field is an autocomplete term widget.

Figure 16: Add term reference field

Add field with
type: Term
Reference

Select
appropriate
Wedgit

Select
Taxonomy
Catergory

Figure 17: the process after 1st step and 2nd step
3rd Step: Create a View using the Views module and configure it by adding filter criteria as shown
in Figure 18. The filters that one can choose from are Meta tag fields which are either:
-

4
5

Standard Meta tag fields like the date of publishing or content type.
Or one of the added Meta tag fields as shown in the 1st and 2nd step.

https://drupal.org/project/views
https://drupal.org/project/ctools
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Figure 18: Important options that can be set for a view added by the Views module

4.12 Index Cards
The index cards are the core source of orientation in the Observatory. Therefore they will not only
provide information for the primary document they are introducing but act as a source of
reference to related articles and discussions within as well as outside of the Observatory. That
way the index cards are the main source of contextual and relational information and are thus
supporting sustainable learning. Figure 19 gives an overview on the design and the elements on
each index card:
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Figure 19: Index Card
The index card is the bottom level of the Observatory knowledge base and the main source of
content. That means there are only to navigation options: “Back to the search results” and “Back
to the homepage”. These will be integrated in the functionalities section. That way the navigation
section could be dropped on the index cards in order to provide enough space to present as many
content as possible even on small screens without scrolling down.
1. Information regarding the primary document: The content section does thus contain all the
information regarding the primary document. These include from top to bottom and from left
to right:
a. “Go to the primary document” icon: Left of the title there will be an icon with a link to the
primary document If the user clicks on that icon she will be redirected to the primary
document
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b. Report a missing document link: In case a primary document link is no longer valid the
users are invited to report the missing document to the administrator. She has to decide
whether she wants to contact the contributor or to look for the document herself. If she is
unable to find the document she could either delete the link or the index card as a whole.
c. The title of the primary document: If the user clicks on the title she will be redirected to
the primary document
d. The authors or responsible organisation: If the user clicks on the name of an author she
will be redirected to the publication overview section on the public user page of the
respective author. If the author is not a member of the community the user will be
redirected to the search result page with an overview on all articles of this author in the
database. If the article at hand is the only article of the respective author no link will be
provided.
e. The year of publication of the primary document
f. The content type: If the user clicks on the content type she will be redirected to a search
result page with all articles of this content type
g. An overview of the meta tags that have been assign to the article: The user can click on
each of these meta tags and will then be redirected to a search result page with all articles
of containing this meta tag
h. The abstract text: It will be provided in two sections: “Background and Context” and
“Actions and Tools”
2. Comments: At the bottom of the content section are all comments related to the respective
article that have been either published by another community member or left by the user for
private purpose (as a personal note)
In the “related content” section the following information will be provided:
3. Related experts: There will be a field with real or dummy images of potential experts for the
issues addressed in the article. At best the author of the primary document is a member of the
Observatory community and will then be on the first place in the field. In this case a small icon
will point to that fact. If not those members which have volunteered to get contacted as
experts and with the greatest match between article and expert meta tags and those with the
highest reputation score will be presented in the related expert field. At most there will be
eight images and a small “more” link displayed
4. Related documents: Based on the logic described in chapter 4.16 the five most read articles
that are recommendable for further reading, related to the article at hand will be presented to
the user. For each of these articles only that fraction of the title will be displayed that fits in
two lines within the “related document field. If the user clicks on such an article she will be
redirected to the respective index card.
5. Related discussions: Based on the logic described in chapter 4.16 the most recent and vivid
discussions which are related to the article at hand will be presented to the user. For each
discussion the title of the thread will be displayed as a link in the “Related discussion” field. If
the user clicks on such an article she will be redirected to the initial statement posting in the
respective innovation café in the Forum.
In the functions section the following functionalities to interact with the index card will be
provided. Each function will be presented along with a typical icon:
6. Go back to the result page: If the user clicks on this icon she will go back to the search results
overview page from where she came. If she came from a link on the (custom) homepage she
will be redirected to the respective search result overview page.
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7. Save the article: If the user clicks on this icon a large drop down menu will appear where she
can select in which folder she wants to save the respective document or whether she wants to
create a new folder

Figure 20: Save the article
8. Share the article: Here again a drop down menu shows up where the user will be presented
with the most common social media websites in order for her to share the content

Figure 21: Share the article
9. Contribute further content: The contribution drop down menu allows to add different types of
content references to the index card:
a. A link to a website or document on the web that is related to this article
b. A link to a discussion on the web that is related to this article
c. A link to a discussion in the RRI Forum
This feature takes advantage on the wisdom of the crowd and will be an effective way to gather
ever more semantically related content.
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Figure 22: Contribute further content
10.Discuss the article: In the respective drop down the user could select to set up either an
innovation café or a dynamic coalition to discuss the article at hand. She will be redirected to
the respective discussion set up template (see. deliverable 3.2) in the Forum. After she has
created the respective discussion space the present article will be attached there

Figure 23: Discuss the article
11.Review the article: If the user has the expert status and has agreed to get invited as a reviewer
for new articles this icon will show up. The respective drop down menu will enable her to
accept or to decline the review invitation. In case she declines the Forum will keep the
invitation open to the other potential reviewers. In case the reviewer accepts to review the
article the invitation will be withdrawn from the other potential reviewers. After accepting the
reviewer gets 48 hours to send a feedback to the author either an approval of the article or
some revision remarks. The user then has another 7 days for her revision. If she doesn’t
respond the reviewer will be allowed to edit the article on her own or to decline the review
altogether.
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Figure 24: Review the article
12.Leave a comment: If the user clicks on that content she will be provided with a comment field
and the respective links to either publish it private or public

Figure 25: Leave a comment
13.Search for something else: Like on all pages the user could search for something else with the
search field on the index card as well.

4.13 Comments
The Observatory will be a place that does not only provide information on all aspects of RRI but
will be place where the users could provide their opinions and feedback on the content provided.
That way the Observatory will be more than a simple library but a place to exchange experiences
and expertise. Thus it is necessary to have a comment system that enables all users to participate
and to attach comments to all available content.
In regard to the specification of the comments the following functionality should be provided to
the contributor:
•
•
•
•

Text field to provide the comment text. Basic formatting options shall be provided to the
user.
Link functionality should be provided that allows to provide links of the kind specified in 4.10
A link to publish the comment publicly. That way everybody could read the comment.
A link to publish the comment as a private note. In that case only the user could read the
comment.
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For the readers of a comment the following information and functionalities will be available:
• The user image of the contributor: If the user clicks on it she will be redirected to the public
user page
• The username of the contributor: If the user clicks on it she will be redirected to the public
user page
• The Status of the contributor
• Date of registration
• Date of the contributor
• The actual text of the comment
• Every registered user will be able to report the respective comment as inappropriate to the
moderators of the Forum. Therefore a small link will be provided and a mail will be send to a
moderator.

4.14 Primary Documents
One of the core ideas of the Observatory is to provide content that is dispersed all over the
internet. That content could be anything from a website, a presentation, a collection of pdfdocument, a movie or an ongoing discussion in a mailing list somewhere on a remote server on
the internet. These are the primary documents of the Observatory. They could be located
anywhere on the internet but could be stored on the Observatory server as well. In order to
integrate the primary documents into the Observatory it is necessary that the contributors
provide a URL to the respective source.

4.14.1

Managing changing URLs

As URLs change and content will be relocated over time the contributor of a primary document
will be asked whether she agrees that the observatory creates a mirror document of the primary
document on the Observatory server. The contributor will be informed that in case the document
is no longer available at the specified URL the readers will be redirected to the mirror document.
If the contributor does not agree to this policy she should not allow her primary document to be
mirrored.
In case the URL has changed and no mirror is available the user should report such missing
documents to the contributors of the respective article. Therefore a button is provided on the
index card that sends a predefined email to the contributor.

4.15 RRI packages pages
In order to enable the presentation of RRI packages as described in task 3.4 of the DOW the
Observatory will implement special RRI package pages that are dedicated to certain specific
issues. The RRI packages will be centred on specific RRI innovations or technological fields and will
provide a selection of guidelines, case studies and/or training material and a wide range of
practical solutions to support the development of such technologies and a practical understanding
of how to conduct RRI. Thus RRI packages provide holistic overviews on what RRI is able to offer
to practitioners of all stakeholder groups.
However there is not yet a final specification on what exactly should be included and how exactly
to present and assemble the different types of content within the RRI packages. This is part of
task 3.4 and the respective deliverable. Therefore in regard to the specification document at hand
those RRI package pages need to act as a framework as well as a placeholder simultaneously. As a
framework they predetermine that all content needs to fit in the overall common page layout and
needs to adhere and make use of the meta tag taxonomies as well as the overall content
structure of the Observatory database. That means that all content needs to be indexed in a
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proper way and all extra content that should be assembled into any package needs to be
contributed to the Observatory in the regular way first.
As these packages are meant to be valuable best practice examples the Observatory strives to
promote them in a special way. Therefore all RRI packages should come with an introductory
image that will be integrated in the Observatory homepage slideshow and all the latest packages
will be presented in an extra homepage content box (see chapter 4.7)

4.16 Related Content
In contrast to a regular search engine the Observatory does not only provide single documents
but fosters contextual learning. Therefore with every index card the Observatory provides a
multitude of related content that offers three different choices to the user how to get more in
depth knowledge. These contextual sources of wisdom include related documents, related
experts and related discussions. There are some modules available on drupal.org that support the
automatic generation of related content which should be considered in the implementation
phase 6.
However as the Observatory is supposed to grow beyond the limits of hand curating related
content as well as beyond the scope of the project it is necessary to provide means to
automatically generate related content.

4.16.1

Similarity algorithms:

Providing related content on an automatic basis implies to have an algorithm that is able to
calculate these similarities. However it is still not possible technically to build such algorithms on
automatic semantic understanding of the respective content. Therefore it is necessary to provide
heuristics as next best solutions. In order to identify the best heuristic a number of consortium
workshops took place where we discussed our experiences with various approaches. However in
the end we agreed that there are two equally good strategies among which the users need to
choose which one suits their needs in a better way:
1. The first strategy is to calculate similarity based on an equality of one or two meta tag terms
among a relatively broad set of relevant meta tag categories. In that case all categories are
treated equally. Within the relational content section of the respective index cards there
would be only one box for each of the 3 types of relational content. The categories that would
be included in the pool of meta tags that are taken into account are:
a. Author
b. Ethical Responsibility Issues Raised
c. Issue Domain
d. Region or country(ies) affected
e. Useful for
f. Stage of implementation
g. Type of Organisation
h. Assessment
i. Near synonyms
2. The second strategy is to calculate similarity only in regard to one or two categories. The
respective presentation of these related documents would then focus on the specific meta
tag. Therefore for each of the 3 types of relational content two boxes with related content
would be provided. Based on expert interviews the most suitable categories are “issue
domain” and “ethical issues”.

6

. There’s a useful comparison page of these modules: https://drupal.org/node/323329
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4.16.2

Related documents

The easiest form of relation is between two documents as with the content contribution template
we have specified a way how to acquire the respective information in a relatively equal way.
Therefore it is assumed that the level of perceived similarity is in a close match to the calculated
similarity.

4.16.3

Related experts

The relation of documents in the Observatory to users who have reached the rank of an expert
can be established through the correlation of which domains the expert is willing to get contacted
with the tags of the primary documents. Therefore it is necessary to ask the users to specify for
which tags they are willing to get contacted as an expert. This will only be done as soon the user
acquires and accepts the rank of an expert.

4.16.4

Related discussions

For related discussions it is necessary that the creators or moderators of a dynamic coalition or
innovation café have tagged the discussion. For further details see D3.2 on the implementation of
this necessity in the Forum.

4.17 Moderation system
In contrast to the Forum within the Observatory the only situation in which a user is supposed to
act as a moderator is if there is inappropriate content on an index card. Such cases must be
reported by the whole community. The system will then send a message to the administrators
and all moderators by mail as well as to her custom homepage. One of them must react within six
hours. If that is not the case another message will be send to the administrator that the respective
issue needs immediate clarification.
The moderator will find an “edit” button on the dubious content. She will be able to delete the
content. The content that will be controlled by the moderators comprises index cards, comments
and external links.
In order to become a moderator a user needs to have a certain reputation score (see chapter 4.3).
If that score is passed the user will receive a message from the system whether she wants to
become a moderator or not. In that message she will be informed of the privileges she will receive
and that she could always resign from being a moderator by simply checking a box in the user
profile. That does not mean that she will lose her reputation score.

4.18 Privacy Policy
Any internet platform or website that is gathering, using, disclosing and managing personal data
of any sort must have a privacy policy. In such a document that should be easy to find, read and
understand the operators of the respective website must disclose the ways they are using that
data. Such data includes anything that is able to identify an individual, like its name, address, date
of birth, contact information, current location, etc... The privacy policy should declare for what
purpose and how the data is collected, stored, processed and deleted and how confidentiality is
guaranteed. Furthermore the privacy policy should include a concept of accountability. That is it
must provide means to the user to track and monitor the disclosed usage of her data. Apart from
that the most important aspects in each chapter will be highlighted to enhance readability.
Given that the following privacy policy will be used for the Observatory and does also include
requirements for the implementation. Where certain aspects need clarification during the
implementation process, there will be a short comment in square brackets:
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4.18.1

What is this Privacy Policy for?

This privacy policy is for this website [URL of the website] and served by the RESPONSIBILITY
project and governs the privacy of its users who choose to use it.
The policy sets out the different areas where user privacy is concerned and outlines the
obligations & requirements of the users, the website and website owners. Furthermore the way
this website processes, stores and protects user data and information will also be detailed within
this policy.
This website and its owners take a proactive approach to user privacy and ensure the necessary
steps are taken to protect the privacy of its users throughout their visiting experience. This
website complies with all EU and national laws and requirements for user privacy.
You will always be informed on changes to this privacy policy by mail and as a
registered user by an internal message that will appear in the information
stream of your custom homepage. All changes will be highlighted.

4.18.2

Use of Cookies

Cookies are small files saved to the users’ computers hard drive that track, save and store
information about the users’ interactions and usage of the website. This allows the website,
through its server to provide the users with a tailored experience within this website.
This website will not set any cookies without your explicit consent.
This complies with recent legislation requirements for website's to obtain explicit consent from
users before leaving behind or reading files such as cookies on a users’ computer / device.
Customization Cookie:
This website will offer a customization cookie during registration. If the user decides to use it, the
website will provide them with several customization features, including a custom homepage.
The following data will be stored in an encrypted way in the cookie:
6. The name of the website the cookie was sent from which is [URL of the website]
7. The lifetime of the cookie which is 30 days and will be renewed whenever the user returns to
the website
8. A randomly generated unique number to identify the user and to provide the customization
features
9. … [The final list could only be collated during the implementation process]
Google Analytics Cookie:
This website uses Google Analytics to monitor its visitors to better understand how they use it.
This software uses cookies to track visitor usage. The software will save a cookie to your
computers hard drive in order to track and monitor your engagement and usage of the website
but will not store, save or collect personal information. You can read Google's privacy policy here
for further information [http://www.google.com/privacy.html]. The following data will be used
for analytics by the operators of this website:
[The list of data that will be used for analytics will be determined during task 4.3. A specification
of the respective analytics and stored data will be provided in D4.4 along with an explanation on
why which data is used and why that usage is responsible]
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Based on these data the following statistics will be calculated:
[The description of the statistics will be determined during implementation and will be developed
in work package 4.3. A specification of the respective analytics and stored data will be provided in
D4.4 along with an explanation on why which data is used and why that usage is responsible]

4.18.3

Data Storage

Your personal information is kept private and stored securely all the time.
No data will ever passed on or sold to any third party.
The data will be stored only until either the user decides to delete the respective data or its entire
account or if the user has not returned to the website for more than 1 year. After 1 year a
reminder will be send to the user that its account and all data will be deleted in three months’
time if she will not log in until then. There will be a final reminder one week before the end of this
three month period. Thereafter all data and the account and all its data will be deleted.
Although we take all necessary actions to protect your privacy users contacting this website
and/or its owners do so at their own discretion and provide any such personal details requested
at their own risk.

4.18.4

Contact & Communication

The website will keep the email address of its users confidential all the time.
It will not sell or relay it to any third party.
Your email address will only be used to:
1. Send you administrative messages like login in confirmation mails and changes to the terms of
use or the privacy policy
2. Send you content notifications that you have explicitly specified and requested in advance
3. Send you Forum notifications that you have explicitly specified and requested in advance
4. Send you notifications of messages other user have send to you via the internal website
communication system that is not using your email address. With these notification messages
the content of the respective message will be forwarded to the user. The user will receive
these messages only if she has explicitly given her consent in advance.
5. Send you the websites newsletter, if you have explicitly given your consent
Every effort has been made to ensure a safe and secure form to email submission process but we
advise users using such a form to email processes that they do so at their own risk.

4.18.5

Email Newsletter

This website operates an email newsletter program, used to inform subscribers about products
and services supplied by this website. Users can subscribe through an online automated process
should they wish to do so but do so at their own discretion. Subscriptions are taken in compliance
with UK Spam Laws detailed in the Privacy and Electronic Communications Regulations 2003. All
personal details relating to subscriptions are held securely and in accordance with the Data
Protection Act 1998. No personal details are passed on to third parties nor shared with companies
/ people outside of the company that operates this website. Under the Data Protection Act 1998
you may request a copy of personal information held about you by this website's email newsletter
program. A small fee will be payable if you want this data in a written form. If you would like a
copy of the information held on you please write to the business address at the bottom of this
policy. If you do not need a printed copy you can always see all data that is stored about you in
your personal profile page.
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The email newsletter will not contain any tracking facilities.
In compliance with UK Spam Laws and the Privacy and Electronic Communications Regulations
2003 subscribers are given the opportunity to un-subscribe at any time through an automated
system. This process is detailed at the footer of the newsletter.

4.18.6

External Links

Although this website only looks to include quality, safe and relevant external links users should
always adopt a policy of caution before clicking any external web links mentioned throughout this
website.
The owners of this website cannot guarantee or verify the contents of any externally linked
website despite their best efforts. Users should therefore note they click on external links at their
own risk and this website and its owners cannot be held liable for any damages or implications
caused by visiting any external links mentioned.

4.18.7

Adverts and Sponsored Links

This website will not contain adverts.
This website will contain links to the sponsors of the website. However no personal data will be
passed over to our sponsors.
Clicking on any such a sponsor link will send you to the sponsor’s website through a referral
program which may use cookies and will track the number of referrals sent from this website. This
may include the use of cookies which may in turn be saved on your computer’s hard drive. Users
should therefore note they click on sponsored external links at their own risk and this website and
its owners cannot be held liable for any damages or implications caused by visiting any external
links mentioned.

4.18.8

Social Media Platforms

Communication, engagement and actions taken through external social media platforms that this
website and its owners participate on are custom to the terms and conditions as well as the
privacy policies held with each social media platform respectively.
Users are advised to use social media platforms wisely and communicate / engage upon them
with due care and caution in regard to their own privacy and personal details. This website nor its
owners will never ask for personal or sensitive information through social media platforms and
encourages users wishing to discuss sensitive details to contact them through primary
communication channels such as by telephone or email.
This website may use social sharing buttons which help share web content directly from web
pages to the social media platform in question. Users are advised before using such social sharing
buttons that they do so at their own discretion and note that the social media platform may track
and save your request to share a web page respectively through your social media platform
account. In order to use a social share button you need to activate it first. That way automatic
data retrieval via the respective social media widget will be avoided.
This website and its owners through their social media platform accounts may share web links to
relevant web pages. By default some social media platforms shorten lengthy URL's [web
addresses].
Users are advised to take caution and good judgement before clicking any shortened URL's
published on social media platforms by this website and its owners. Despite the best efforts to
ensure only genuine URL's are published, many social media platforms are prone to spam and
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hacking and therefore this website and its owners cannot be held liable for any damages or
implications caused by visiting any shortened links.

4.19 Technical Issues
The following technical and organisational agreements have been settled in the RESPONSIBILITY
project consortium regarding the implementation of the website that will contain the Observatory
as well as the Forum:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The website will be implemented with the content management system Drupal in version 7
A decision regarding the domain name will be taken on the general assembly meeting in Siena.
The Observatory will be hosted on a server at De Montfort University (DMU).
The website will be implemented, administrated and maintained by staff from DMU.
Primary documents that have given a URL of an external websites as their primary source will
be mirrored on the Observatory server at DMU. The primary link for the users will however
remain the external URL specified by the contributor of the respective primary document. Only
in case of a missing link the user will be redirected to the mirror page and the administrator
will be informed. The administrator will clarify whether that is only a temporary problem or a
respective source has been removed entirely.
6. Primary documents will only be mirrored in case they are smaller than 10MB in size.

4.20 Maintenance Concept
Ensuring the sustainability and ongoing maintenance of the Observatory beyond the scope of the
RESPONSIBILITY project will be challenging as the project members are probably no longer able to
take care for the Observatory. Therefore it is necessary not only to acquire financial resources to
pay for the ongoing server costs but to find personal that is able to administer the Observatory
technically as well as contentwise. This could get ever more challenging the larger the
participating community of people contributing and using the Observatory will be. However at
least in regard to the maintenance of the content there are already a number of specifications for
functionalities in place which will help to minimize the effort necessary by paid staff. To ensure
ongoing content quality the Observatory counts on the support of its community. It follows the
example of many other online community platforms that use a built in reputation system to
distribute the moderation effort to the community. The idea is that people who have already
contributed and participated a lot to the community are also likely to take responsibility for the
platform as a whole. Thus after reaching the reputation threshold for a moderator the user will be
asked whether she wants to act as a moderator. If she agrees she will be granted with the right to
evaluate dubious content and will receive respective messages from the system. If she proceeds
even further to the rank of an expert she will be asked whether she is willing to act as a reviewer
for newly contributed content. As these are the only contentwise activities that are necessary to
continuously ensure the quality of the Observatory only limited effort by a paid super-moderator
is necessary who could intervene if there are any problems or no response from the community
moderators. As this system dynamically grows with its user base it is guaranteed that even in case
of a major success of the Observatory, enough moderators will be available to maintain the
quality of the content.
In regard to the technical maintenance it is necessary to find a permanent solution where the
website could be hosted that offers enough scalability in case of a major success of the
Observatory as well as continuous administration support of the server. Apart from that, there
needs to be a technical administrator of the website itself who is able to fix technical problems,
care for security issues and to ensure the installation of the latest updates to all components
used. During the duration of the project the respective expenses will be covered by the project
funding. For the time beyond the project it is necessary to find a partner who will either receive
funding from the European Commission or is willing to pay for the accruing costs.
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